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Caldwell Mother And
Daughter, 4, Drowned
In Pond On Cadiz Road
Mrs. Charles Lax and fouryear-old daughte r, Patricia,
Princeton, Route 3, were drowned
in Osborn Pond, Cadiz Road,
about 5 o'clock Wednesday afternoon, when the boat in which
they were riding capsized. A
sister-in-law of Mrs. Lax, Miss
Lillie Pearl Lax, was in the
aoat with them, but managed to
:ling to the over-turned boat
until rescued.

431 Kit Bags To
Be Sent Overseas
Red Cross Chapter's
July Report Shows
Wide Activities
Red Cross kit bags, made by 30
Princeton women, have
been
completed and are ready for
shipment, Mrs. Henry Seviaon,
chairman of the project, announced. Ten women were selected by
Mesdames K. L.
Barnes, Ernest Childress and
Emery Dobbins, group chairman to make these bags. Total
number completed is 432, to be
distributed among service men.
The bags were ordered by the
local Red Cross chapter.
Other activities of the Home
Service Branch of the local
chapter are given in the July
report by Mrs. Tom Cash, Jr.,
secretary, as follows:
Cases served during month,
72; active service, 63; ex-service,
9.
These were served in the following ways: inquiries re: servicemen, 9; inquiries re: civilian, 2; messages, 34; information,
7.
Social histories, 2; furlough investigations, 18; ODB investigations, 1; army emergency relief, I; Navy relief investigations,
3; investigations of release, 2;
reports for veterans administration, 1; investigation requested
by field director, 4.
Assistance with claims for exservice men or their families, 4';
assistance with family benefit
for servicemen or their families,
14.
Financial assistance, 8; family,
vocational rehabilitation
14;
planning, 1; medical care, 1;
investigations for other agencies
or chapters, 1.
Disbursements to clients from
Chapter funds, $364.75.
Repayments by clients, $59.75.

7 Million Unemployed
By Christmas, Prospect

(By Associated Press)
Washington— Government officials helping supervise the return of American industry to a
peacetime basis Tuesday saw
prospects of 7,000,000 unemployed by Christmas. These leading
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Named To Take Over
Control Of Japan

Member Of One Of
County's Oldest Families Dies After Fall;
Funeral Tuesday
Miss Miss Mary Bird Satterfield, a member of one of Caldwell county's oldest and most
prominent families, died at her
home near Princeton, Sunday
afternoon at 5q5 o'clock, as the
result of a broken hip, suffered
when she fell at her home last
Wednesday night.
A daughter of James E. Satterfield and Anna L. Bird, Miss
Satterfield was born in Caldwell county and lived here all
her life at the Satterfield homestead near Princeton.
She is survived by a sister,
Mrs. T. J. Mahan, Blytheville,
Ark., the last surviving member
of the Satterfield family, having
been preceded in death by five
brothers, Ray, C. M., Kent,
Frank and Hugh Satterfield, all
of whom lived in this county;
two nephews, John Mahan, of
the homestead, and Major
K.
Mahan, El Paso, Tex.; five neices
Mrs. Byron Morse, Mrs. R.
D. Hughes and Mrs. James H.
Bell, all of Blytheville, Ark.,
Mrs. Josiah Fort, Washington,
D. C., and Mrs. W. B. Tanner,
Helena, Ark.
Funeral services were held at
the home Tuesday morning at
10 o'clock, with the Rev. A. D.
Smith, officiating. Pallbearers
were George Pettit, D. W. Satterfield, William Jones, Bernard
Jones, Edwin Lamb and Charles
ttatliff. Burial was in Cedar Hill
Cemetery.

Service Station Men
Guessed Right On End
Of Gasoline Rationing
Evidently guessing that gasoline rationing would be a thing
of the past here almost immediately, Princeton service station
operators kept open Tuesday
night and, with many automobiles running, did a good business. News of ending of the OPA
gas rationing, which came Wednesday morning, fourd the service stations closed, 'n observance of the Victory holiday proclaimed by the President.

Princeton Joins
In Celebrating
Hostilities' End
Informal Observance
Here Started By
Children; Stores Closed
Two Days

Gen. Douglas MacArthur
Commander of U. S. Army
forces in the South Pacific and
hero of the re-conquest of the
Philippines, was named Wednesday by President Truman to
accept Japan's surrender and to
take control of the conquered
Japanese home islands.

Edward Walker Is
Killed In Truck
Ex-Marine Had Been
In Alaska, Was Enroute Home
Edward Walker, 22, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Leo Walker, was killed
early Wednesday morning near
Washington, Ind., when a truck
in which he was riding went
over an embankment. He had
been working in Alaska the
last several months and was enroute home, having gone to
Chicago by train and was hitchhiking to Princeton from 'there.
It is believed the driver of the
truck fell asleep.
A graduate of Butler High
School, in 1940, Edward enlisted in the Marine Corps in 1943,
and was discharged after several
months duty on account of ill
health. He is survived by his
parents, two sisters, Mrs. Jack
Krenrich, Camp Atterbury, Ind.,
Mary Ann, Camp Campbell; and
two brothers, Johnny and Billy
Princeton.
Funeral services will be held
this afternoon at Morgan's Funeral Home, with the Rev. Donal
Wllmoth officiating. Burial will
be in Cedar Hill Cemetery.

the same order but meats, lard,
shoes and butter will remain
scarce for some time and are
therefore still to be rationed.
Oil companies reported they
have ample supplies of gasoline
to supply ration-free demand
but said some dealers might run
out because of transportation
difficulties.
Tire rationing will continue

Dairy Meeting To
Draw Big Crowd

Plan Quick Expansion
Of Kentucky State Fair

Local Firms Donate
Prizes For Friday Night
Event Here
• Prospects are for a good attendance at the Dairy Improvement meeting, courthouse, Friday night, Aug. 17, at 8 o'clock,
County Agent J. F. Graham said
Tuesday.
Lynn Copeland, dairy specialist, College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, will speak on
milk production problems, and
a 45 minute sound picture featuring' a dIscussion on the "Science
of Milk Production," by Dr.
Peterson, University of Minnesota, noted authority in his field,
will be shown by Ira Fears,
local representative of Purina
Mills.
Attendance prizes are being
provided by Princeton Cream
and Butter Co., Princeton Mills,
and Mitchell Implement Co.

Pfc. Thomas M. Boaz
Discharged On Points
Pfc. Thomas M. Boaz, Princeton, Route 2, was one the Kentucky men discharged at Camp
Atterbury, Ind., Aug. 7, under
the Army's adjusted service rat-

(By Associated Press)

Louisville — The Kentucky
State Fair Board was busy Tuesday with plans for enlarging the
annual exhibition, Manager J.
0. Matlick announced.
The manager said thc September fair will assume peacetime proportions if tile war ends
in time, arid cited reports from
Washington that travel and other
restrictions will be lifted soon
after V-J Day.
First entries for the horse
show arrived at Churchill Downs
Saturday.

Proposed Amendment To
Be Discussed Tuesday
A meeting will be held Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock, in
the circuit courtroom, courthouse, at which a proposed constitution amendment which will
appear oni,the Kentucky general
election ballots this November
will be discussed. The proposed
amendment would limit use of
taxes collected on gasoline to
use on the highways.
Pvt. Marvin W. Pogrotsky,
son of Mr. and Mrs, Saul Pogrotsky, W. Main street, who
was recently inducted in the
Army, has been transferred to
Camp Lee, Va.,

IS, AT PEACE
MacArthur To Accept
Capituiation Of Foe
Home Front Feels
Impact Of Japs
Move For Peace

POTSDAM PLAN ACCEPTED BY MIKADO—V-J DAY
TO AWAIT FORMAL SIGNING—TRUMAN SAYS
UNCONDITIONAL TERMS ACCEPTED BY BEATEN
ENEMY—ONLY MEN 26 AND OLDER TO BE
DRAFTED FOR OCCUPATION ARMIES—GUNS
SILENCED AROUND WORLD AT 6 P. M.,
PRINCETON TIME, AUGUST 14

Peace came to Princeton at 6
s
o'clock Wednesday night, Aug.
14, with formal announcement by
President Truman of the acceptance by Japan of the United
(By Associated Press)
Nations' unconditional surrender
terms.
Washington — nive million or
A group of small children, one more men may be released from
bearing a flag and the others the Army within 12 months af(By Associated Press)
beating on tin pans, touched of ter V-J day.
a downtown celebration and
This is the estimate of military
Washington, Aug. 14—Japan has surrendered
their elders quickly joined in. experts familiar with problems
unconditionally,
President Truman announced at 7
There were even a few fire- confronting the Army; the War
crackers and, despite shortage Department is saying nothing p. m., EVYT, tonight.
of ammunition, guns made noisy
General of the Army Douglas A. MacArthur
the victory observance on into
The first to get out, it is bethe night. The City's siren blew lieved, will be the 550,000 sold- has been designated supreme commander to receive
long and loud, engines in the I. iers who already had a score of the surrender.
C. yards joined in, the Hosiery eighty-five points for combat,
Offensive operations have been ordered susMill whistle added its blast and service and dependency and are
flags, furled and kept indoors eligible now for release.
pended everywhere.
• • •
because of showers during the
V-J Day will be proclaimed only after the surday, broke out at many homes. Printing Of Ration Books
Automobiles, many of them Is Halted As Peace Looms
render has been formally accepted by MacArthur.
with running boards filled by
Washington — The OPA has
Mr. Truman read the formal message relayed
jubilants, filled the downtown halted printing of 187,000,000
streets, their horns blowing and new ration books for food, shoes from Emperor Hirohito through the Swiss government
occupants cheering until mid- and gasoline, it was learned to- in which the Japanese ruler pledged
the surrender
night. Strangely enough, no ser- day.
on
the
terms
laid
down
by
conference
the
Big
Three
.• •
ious accidents were repeorted
Wednesday morning.
at
Potsdam.
Fewer Civilian Controls
A union church service to cele- Promised In Near
Future
"I have received this afternoon a message from
brate the victory with prayer
Washington—For the civilian,
and thanksgiving was held Wed- the end
the
Japanese
government in reply to the message
of the war will mean
nesday night at Ogden Memorial fewer
controls—rationing, price, forwarded to that government by the secretary of
Church and all stores
were manpower, travel. It will
not state on August 11.
closed all day Wednesday, in of course mean
the end of all
accordance with the President's wartime controls
"I deem this reply a full acceptance of the Potsimmediately.
proclamation of a national. holi• • •
dam
declaration
which specifies the unconditional surday running through Thursday.
Liberation Of 16,700
Most ,g0,the stores here were alrender of Japan.
U.
S.
Prisoners
Seen
so closedi today. Grocery stores
Washington—Surrender of Ja"Arrangements are now being made for the
opened Thursday morning and
pan would mean liberation for
remained open until noon.
formal signing of surrender terms at the earliest
The postoffice was efosed Wed- approximately 16,700 Americans possible
moment.
nesday and Thursday, delaying presently interned in the home
"General Douglas MacArthur has been appointdelivery of The Leader until Islands or enemy-occupied territory, a check of War, Navy and
Friday morning. ,.
ed the supreme Allied commander to receive the
Princeton's Boy and Girl State Department records disclosed.
Japanese surrender.
Scouts and the Butler
High
• • •
School Band led a Victory pa"Great Britain, Russia and China will be reprerade Wednesday morning, cul- Congress To Cut Short
sented
by high ranking officers.
Vacation
For
Peace
Job
minating at the courthouse,
Washington—Congress will cut
where music and cheers ended
"Meantime, the Allied armed forces have been
the informal celebration. Anoth- short its vacation and reconvene
ordered to suspend offensive action.
er parade, with the band lead- probably on September 4 to act
on
five
major
issues
involved
in
ing, marked a formal peace
"The proclamation of V-J Day must wait upon
celebration at the courthouse, a sudden change from war to the
formal
signing of the surrender terms by Japan."
with Ma7,or W. L. Cash de- peace.
• • •
Simultaneously Mr. Truman disclosed that Selivering an address.

Gas Rationing Ends
You can throw your gasoline
ration books away or save them
for souvenirs, OPA told the
American public Wednesday
morning. The gasoline books
will not even be needed to get
tires, OPA announced, altho tires
are not ration-free yet.
Canned 'foods and fruit juices
(all Blue Coupons) were also
removed from the ration list by

Number 6

Building Of 95 Ships
For Navy Is Halted

Washington—Lessening Navy
needs brought a halt Saturday to
the building of 95 ships costing
$1,200,000,000 and Army officers told of plans to cut war
purchases by an amount exceeding $25,000,000,000 on a yearly
basis.

until manufacturers can make
enough tires to supply the
great needs of motorists throughout the Nation but the rationing restrictions will be lifted at
• • •
the earliest possible moment, it
Two-Thirds Of Fednrstl
was announced.
Employes To Lose Jobs
Oil stoves and oil for fuel alWashington — Approximately
so became ration-free Wednes- two-thirds of the government's
3,574,672 employes face possible
day.
loss of their jobs within six
months of V-J day.
• • •

Ten From Here
Going To Colleges

1944 Butler Graduates
Get Their Credits For
Entrance
'Supt. C. A. Horn, has forwarded transcripts of credits to colleges and Universities for ten
of 44 graduates of the 1944 class
of Butler High School.
They are: Josephine Creekmur, Wilma Francis and Helen
Elizabeth Ethridge, Bethel ColJo
lege, Hopkinsville; Nettie
Dalzell, Georgetown College;
Margaret Terry Davis, Christian
College, Columbia, Mo.
Anna French, Transylvania
College, Lexington; Thelma Martin and Geraldine Pinnegar, Murray State College; Genevieve
King, St. Helena's College, Louisville, and Mildred Rodgers, Lockyear's Business College, Evansville, Ind.

Federated Store Gets
Complete Overhauling
Three representatives from
Butler Bros., St. Louis, Messrs.
Winters, Cole and Reading, have
been here the last two weeks rearranging and redecorating the
Federated Store, Mrs. Ree I.
Engelhardt, owner, announced
Tuesday.

lective Service is taking immediate steps to slash
inductions from 80,000 to 50,000 a month.
Henceforth, Mr. Truman said, only those men
under 26 will be drafted for the reduced quotas.
Child Welfare Office
Opened In Elks' Bldg.

State Manpower
Controls lifted

The new district Child Welfare office, with Mrs. Mary Belle
Simpson in charge, opened last
Move Taken To Guard
week in the basement of the
Elks' building here. The office
Against Unemployment
is essentially to aid unwed mothAt War's End
ers and those interested are in(By Associated Press)
vited to come to the office for
Louisville—Suspension of all
information, Mrs. Simpson said
manpower controls for
Kenthis week.
tucky and the Nation was ordSays 500,000 Autos Can
ered Tuesday by the War ManBe Built This Year
power Commission, William H.
Washington—Predicting a flood
Fraysure, State WMC director
of steel for consumer goods at
announced.
the war's end, a governmental
Fraysure said the move was
official estimated at least 500,taken to stave off any unem000 automobiles can be built
New Music Purchased ployment problems which might
this year—double the output
arise from a mass displacement
Butler Musicians
For
planned previously.
of workers due to the war's end.
Used August 23, 24, 25 Fraysure said lifting of the
Butler High School Band re- controls had the approval of the
Baptist Leader To Speak sumed
semi-weekly rehearsals Louisville WMC labor-manageAt Univ. Of Ky. Finals
last week, Monday and Friday ment committee, all government
Dr. Ellis Adams Fuller, presi- nights, under direction of K. V. war procurement agencies here,
dent of the Southern Baptist Bryant, instructor, preparatory the area industrial advisory comTheological Seminary at Louis- to participating in the second an- mittee and the regional WMC
ville, will deliver the commence- nual Princeton Horse Show. New
ment address to members of the music has been purchased.
summer quarter graduating class
Following rehearsal Monday Cpl. James F. Loftus
at the University of Kentucky night, a meeting of newly elect- Gets Army Discharge
Friday night, August 24, in the ed officers for the current year
T/4 James F. Loftus, 28, veterMemorial Amphitheater.
was held, at which plans for an of 36 months service as a
activities of the coming -year mechanic in the European Theater of Operations, arrived at the
were discussed.
Kiwanis Club Hears
It has been announced the Presque Isle Army Air Field
Victory Talk By Mayor
band will operate a merit System August 4 aboard an Air TransMayor W. L. Cash, a Kiwan- this year. An award will be port Command plane of the
ian, delivered a stirring and given to the student having North Atlantic Division's Snowinspirational V-J address at earned the highest number of ball fleet. He has been awarded
Wednesday's weekly meeting of merit points At the close of the American Defense Ribbon,
the Kiwanis Club. Lieut. Gov. school.
Good Conduct Medal and ETO
ribbon with 8 battle stars. CorJ. Martin Ware, of District No.
5, Kiwanis International, Was •/ Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Franck poral Loftus, a son of Mr. and
a guest and made a report of were on vacation last week visit- Mrs. J. F. Loftus, Sr., Washingthe varied actvities of the Ki- ing relatives in Russellville and ton street, was discharged at
wanis clubs of his district for Bowling Green. They also at- Camp Atterbury, Ind., enroute
the first half of this year. Rotar- tended the races one day at home, under the Army's adian John Mahan was a guest.
justed service rating plan.
Dade Park, Evansville.
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For Horse Show
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Named To Take Over
Control Of Japan

Member Of One Of
County's Oldest Families Dies After Fall;
Funeral Tuesday

Princeton Joins
In Celebrating
Hostilities' End

Informal Observance
Here Started By
Children; Stores Closed
Two Days

Miss Miss Mary Bird Satterfield, a member of one of Caldwell county's oldest and most

MacArthur To Accept
i
Captukiaon
Of Foe
HomeFrontFeels
Impact OfJaps
Move For Peace

POTSDAM PLAN ACCEPTED BY MIKADO—V-J DAY
TO AWAIT FORMAL SIGNING—TRUMAN SAYS
UNCONDITIONAL TERMS ACCEPTED BY BEATEN
ENEMY—ONLY MEN 26 AND OLDER TO BE
DRAFTED FOR OCCUPATION ARMIES—GUNS
SILENCED AROUND WORLD AT 6 P. M.,
-PRINCETON TIME, AUGUST 14
•
(By Associated Press)

Peace came to Princeton at 6
o'clock Wednesday night, Aug.
14, with formal announcement by
prominent families, died at her
President Truman of the achome near Princeton, Sunday
ceptance by Japan of the United
(By Associated Press)
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Nations' unconditional surrender
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The Horse Show Should
Build Good Will
"I'd like to advertise in your souvenir
horse show book because Princeton always does things well and I was very
favorably impressed with your Tobacco
Festival."
So spoke a Hopkinsville business leader recently when he was visited by solicitors for the Horse Show, to be held here
next Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
Aug. 23, 24 and 25.
It was a tribute, of course, to the enterprise, energy and ability of a group of
Princeton's business and professional
leaders who have, for the last several
years annually produced some form of
entertainment which has invariably reflected credit upon them and the community.
The Horse Show will be much improved this year. This is already certain because of an increased number of fine
horses entered in the 40 events programmed, the wide-spread popularity of
such shows all over the State, the need
of people for entertainment as an escape
from war's pressure, and the wholehearted cooperation of the public here

with efforts of leaders who are responsible for the project.
Large crowds will attend the night
performances of the blooded horses in
the show ring at Butler Stadium. More
attention is being paid this year to
means of safeguarding spectators, exhibitors and animals from accident. State
Highway patrolmen will be on hand to
help with the policing job and every
effort will be made to have orderly conduct, conductive to the best enjoyment
of all concerned.°
The Horse Show will afford Prindetonians another opportunity to add to their
splendid reputation as hosts. Our hospitality niay be taxed, in some respects,
in taking care, of many strangers within
our gates. But we feel safe in predicting
Princeton will enjoy her role as host and
will again give an excellent 'account of
herself; also that this Second Annual
Horse Show will prove one of the very
best civic promotions the community has
ever sponsored, in good entertainment
and in the building of good will for our
town and its people.

A large signboard at the railroad crossing on South-, Jefferson street bears a
likeness of the Honorable Discharge button given all service men who come out
of the services with no black marks
against their records.
The advertiser adjures the passing
public to recognize this emblem of
patriotic service with our fighting forces
and urges that we do all honor to its
wearers.
And, far down in the lower right corner of the big display appears a small
wrapper from a stick of chewing gum
and the words "sponsored by ... ".
The poster is a good one, from any
point of view. First, it calls attention to
an important little service button which
should mean even more to us on the home
front than it does to the men and women
who proudly wear it; for to these we owe
our lives, our liberty and our hope of
future happiness. Then, the advertisement prods us a bit, hinting we do not
know this button well enough and insisting we become well acquainted with it
in order that we may not slight, in any
degree, the heroes who have won it with
their toil, tears, blood and sweat.
But there is another lesson business
folk should learn from this large advertiser's message: Even tho the manufacturer has no very large quantity of his
product to offer for sale on the home
front, he is keeping his name and his
chewing gum before the public, despite

he cannot meet present demands. ... for
he has learned, the hard, hard way, the
heavy penalty of letting the- buying public forget him, even for a brief interval.
During World War No. I, many of our
country's largest firms quit advertising.
They were virtually out of business, insofar as supplying the home market was
concerned, and saw no reason to spend
good money adding to a demand they
could not supply. When they got back
into production on a basis of selling to
the folks at home, the customers they
forgot returned the compliment; and
they were soon out of business .. . permanently.
During this war it has been very different, for most of our big industries
have kept themselves and their products
constantly in the minds and before the
eyes of the customers they will be wanting again soon; and as a result, the
largest volume of business these concerns ever enjoyed will be theirs in the
next few months, when the wheels of reconversion turn our vast industry into
production for peace.
And, in passing, we think it safe to
wager that the public which reads the
advertiser's message on South Jefferson
street in Princeton will remember the
sponsor's name and product as well or
better than it will recall, upon occasion,
what the Honorable- Discharge button
looks like.

Millions ot us read with varying degrees of interest about the flight of the
Army's new jet propelled plane from Dayton to Washington, 650 miles, in a few
minutes more than one hour. A few of
us thought briefly about what this latest
development in the field of aviation may
portend in attack and defense and what
its successors may be worth as safeguards against an enemy who, defeated
today, will never cease to look forward to
another opportunity to conquer us.
The Shooting Star P-80 is the fastest
airplane in the world today. It may safely continue to be, along with improved
models, for some time since Germany
will not make any advances in the air as
long as she is controlled by the Big
Three, and Japan is not likely to be in
position to improve her present planes
while she is preparing to surrender, or
afterward.
But a time will come, and perhaps entirely too soon, when other skills than
ours will be bent to production of faster
and more deadly air planes; and only the

knowledge that this is certain and the
open recognition of the fact that our
enemies are but temporarily vanquished
can save us from committing the folly of
allowing ourselves again to fall victim to
complacent over-confidence.
Now we have the Atomic Bomb; but
what engine of destruction may not our
enemies develop next?
"The price of liberty is eternal vigilance."
We must continue to develop better
aircraft, better arms of all kinds; and to
instill in the minds of the generation to
follow the one that won this war that
their heritage is one of preparedness
against the loss of their dearest possession.
The Germans and the Japs both had
planes superior to ours when they drew
us into this war with the sneak attack at
Pearl Harbor, notwithstanding t h e
Wright Brothers' built and flew the first
plane. We dare not let :our enemies get
shch a jump on us again.

Richmond is to be congratulated on the
formal opening of a new addition to the
Gibson hospital. This hospital is dedicat,
ed to the memory of Dr. Hugh Gibson
and Dr. Moss Gibson, who established the
Institution. A new wing of the hospital is
entirely of steel and concrete. This makes
a contrast with the original old building
that was built of hewn-rafters and handblown glass windows hauled from Pennsylvania by oxcart. The old building was
the home of Ezekiel Field, a member of
Daniel Boone's party.

Hospitals are greatly needed and the
overcrowding that has taken place in
wartime should not be looked upon as
a wartime reaction because so many are
away from their homes. However, modern
treatment and surgery are applied in
many more cases due to better diagnosis
and the hospitals are reaching more every
day.
Richmond, with greatly added hospital
facilities will serve a large area and has
taken a progressive step. (Lexington
Herald).
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cORMOSA

The Kiwanis Club's two fetes,
who took a lesson apiece in
practical politics recently, were
on hand at the regular luncheon
meeting and absorbed some kidding gracefully. If all losers
in the primary take tileir lickings 'as well as Tom and Bedford (which is doubted) all will
be well for the Democrats in
November.
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Black areas are those held by the Japanese in the Pacific today. A ,Domei broadcast announced
that Japan was ready- to accept the Potsdam deeclaration calling for unconditional surrender.
Shaded areas are those that the Japanese government would be permitted to retain under the
terms of the declaration. (AP Wirephoto Map).
A new method which permits
X-ray photography on special 35
mm. film reduces costs in taking
chest pictures from one dollar
per exposure to less than one
cent.

A solid bank of earth, rock or
other material built above' the
natural ground surface to form
the roadbed of the railroad is
called an embankment or fill.

human
most
Although in
beings, one eye is dominant, and
does most of the work of seeing,
there is no evidence that the
same condition exists in animals.

Color printing In which accuracy of placement in the multiple
process is measured in thousandths of an inch is made possible by use of an electric eye.
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Of all sad words
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' Ilk
The saddest are these:
Underneath our happiness that
"It might have been"
the Japs have been beaten and
Let's add this thug'.
are anxious to quit lies the
Unto this verse:
suspicion that we may not have
It might have been
given the little yellow devils
A great deal worst"
quite as effective a threshing as
was passed out to the Nazis and
the fear that, for this reason,
One of the.big fight;
Japan may rise to fight again the coming session of
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have been the case,
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is in other respects,
Uncle Sam, however magnanihighway transportation a
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Japan remains,
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motor in the Wright F:c.
There may be some hope that a
wind tunnel is believed !,
New Germany will rise in which
largest in the United
men of good will can prevail;
In peacetime, about a
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Japan and we will do well to and a half Japanese
the fishing industries.
recognize that fact.

rrHE farmer is the unsung hero of World War II.
Faced with such handicaps as unfavorable weather,
a shortage of help, lack of machinery and insufficient
supplies of fertilizer and insecticides, Kentucky farmers
have toiled long and hard to achieve the greatest production record of all time.
In winning the battle of production— which made the
battle of bullets possible—these soldiers of the soil produced in Kentucky during 1944 the following recordbreaking crops in terms of market values:
Tobacco
$197,254,000
Corn
89,887,000
Hogs
63,000,000
Dairy products
62,000,000
Poultry and eggs....
50,000,000
Hay
42,685,000
Beef cattle
40,000,000
Sheep and wool
8,000,000
lin this marvelous production record electricity played
an important part. The Kentucky Utilities organization
is proud to have shared in making that record possible
through the 12,000 rural customers it serves direct and
the eighteen R. E. A. co-operatives to which it supplies
power wholesale.
Even though wartime shortage. of materials greatly
impeded natural expansion,rural electrification has made
progress in Kentucky during the war years. Many more
farmers will have the benefit of electric service as soon as
the necessary materiel and man-power can be obtained
to build the many Rho extensions to those who have
already applied for service.

KENTUCKY Upi.J1ILES COMPANY
Helping To Build A Better and More Prosperous State
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The Horse Show Should
Build Good Will
"I'd like to 'advertise in your souvenir
horse show book because Princeton always does things well and I was"very
favorably impressed with your Tobacco
Festival."
So spoke a Hopkinsville business leader recently when he was visited by solicitors for the Horse Show, to be held here
next Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
Aug. 23, 24 and 25.
It was a tribute, of course, to the ente4rise, energy and ability of a group of
Princeton's business and professional
leaders who have for the last several
years annually produced some form of
entertainment which has invariably reflected credit upon them and the community.
The Horse Show will be much improved this year. This is already certain because of an increased number of fine
horses entered in the 40 events programmed, the wide-spread popularity of
such shows all over the State, the need
of people for entertainment as an escape
from war's pressure, and the wholehearted cooperation of the public • here

with efforts of 16ders who are responsible for the project.
Large crowds will attend the night
performances of the blooded horses in
the show ring at Butler Stadium. More
attention is being paid this year to
means of safeguarding spectators, exhibitors and animals from accident. State
Highway patrolmen will be on hand to
help with the policing job and every
effort will be made to have orderly conduct, conductive to the best enjoyment
of all concerned.
The Horse Show will afford Princeton•
ians another opportunity to add to their
splendid reputation as hosts. Our hospitality niay be taxed, in some respects,
in taking care of many strangers within
our gates. But we feel safe in predicting
Princeton will enjoy her role as host and
will again give an excellent 'account of
herself; also that this Second Annual
Horse Show will prove one of the very
best civic promotions the community has
ever sponsored, in good entertainment
and in the building of good will for our
town and its people.

Lesson Of The S. ignboard
A large signboard at the railioad crossing on South Jefferson street bears a
likeness of the Honorable Discharge button given all service men who come out
of the services with no black marks
against their records.
The advertiser adjures the passing
public to recognize this emblem of
patriotic service with our fighting forces
and urges that we do all honor to its
wearers.
And, far down in the lower right corner of the big display appears a small
wrapper from a stick of chewing gum
and the words "sponsored by ... ".
The poster is a good one, from any
point of view. First, it calls attention to
an important little service button which
should mean even more to us on the home
front than it does to the men and women
who proudly wear it; for to these we owe
our lives, our liberty and our hope of
future happiness. Then, the advertisement prods.us a bit, hinting we do not
know this button well enough and insisting we become well acquainted with it
in order that we may not slight, in any
degree, the heroes who have won it with
their toil, tears, blood and sweat.
But there is another lesson business
folk should learn from this large advertiser's message: Even tho the manufacturer has no very large quantity of his
product to offer for sale on the home
front, he is keeping his name and his
chewing gum before the public, despite

he cannot meet present demands-. . . for
he has learned, the hard, hard way, the
heavy penalty of letting the buying public forget him, even for a brief interval.
During World War No. I, many of our
country's largest firms quit advertising.
They were virtually out of business, insofar as supplying the home market was
concerned, and saw no reason to spend
good money adding to a demand they
could not supply. When they got back
into production on a basis of selling to
the folks at home, the customers they
forgot returned the compliment; and
they were soon out of business . . . permanently.
During this war it has been very different, for most of our big industries
have kept themselves and their products
constantly in the minds and before the
eyes of the customers they will be wanting again soon; and as a result, the
largest volume of business these concerns ever enjoyed will be theirs in the
next few months, when the wheels of reconversion turn our vast industry into
production for peace.
And, in passing, we think it safe to
wager that the public which reads the
advertiser's message on South Jefferson
street in Princeton will remember the
sponsor's name and product as well or
better than it will recall, upon occasion,
what the Honorable- Discharge button
looks like.

Millions of us read with varying degrees of interest about the flight of the
Army's new jet propelled plane from Dayton to Washington, 550 miles, in a few
minutes more than one hour. A few of
us thought briefly about what this latest
development in the field of aviation may
portend in attack and defense and what
its successors may be worth as safeguards against an enemy who, defeated
today, will never cease to look forward to
another opportunity to conquer us.
The Shooting Star P-80 is the fastest
airplane in the world today. It may safely continue to be, along with improved
models, for some time since Germany
will not make any advances in the air as
long as she is controlled by the Big
Three, and Japan is not likely to be in
position to improve her present planes
while she is preparing to surrender, or
afterward.
But a time will come, and perhaps entirely too soon, when other skills than
ours will be bent to production of faster
and more deadly air planes; and only the

knowledge that this is certain and the
open recognition of the fact that our
enemies are but temporarily vanquished
can save us from committing the folly of
allowing ourselves again to fall victim to
complacent over-confidence.
Now we have the Atomic Bomb; but
what engine of destruction may not our
enemies develop next?
"The price of liberty is eternal vigilance."
We must continue to develop better
aircraft, better arms of all kinds; and to
instill in the minds of the generation to
follow the one that won this war that
their heritage is one of preparedness
against the loss of their dearest possession.
The Germans and the Japs both had
planes superior to ours when they drew
us into this war with the sneak attack at
Pearl Harbor, notwithstanding t h e
Wright Brothers' built and flew the first
plane. We dare not let our enemies get
such jump on us again,
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TO KENTUCKY'S
SOLDIERS OF THE' SOIL
farmer is the unsung hero of World War H.
THE
Faced with such handicaps as unfavorable weather,
a shortage of help, lack of machinery and insufficient
supplies of fertilizer and insecticides, Kentucky farmers
have toiled long and hard to achieve the greatest production record of all time.
In winning the battle of production— which made the
battle of bullets possible —these soldiers of the soil produced in Kentucky during 1944 the following recordtweaking crops in terms of market values:
Tobacco
Corn
Hogs
Dairy products
Poultry and eggs
Hay

Beef cattle
Sheep and wool

$197,2S4,000
89,887,000
63,006,000

62,000,000
50,000,000
42,685,000
40,000,000

8,000,000

In this marvelous production record electricity played
an important part. The Kentucky Utilities organization
is proud to have shared in making that record possible
through the 12,000 rural customers it serves direct and
the eighteen R. E. A. co-operatives to which it supplies
power wholeaale.

Hospitals are greatly needed and the
overcrowding that has taken place in
wartime should not be looked upon as
a wartime reaction because so many are
away from their homes. However, modern
treatment and surgery are applied in
many more cases due to better diagnosis
and the hospitals are reaching more every
day.
Richmond, with greatly added hospital
facilities will serve a large area and has
taken a progressive step. (Lexington
Herald).

Even though wartime shortages of materials greatly
impeded natural expansion,rural electrification has made
progress in Kentucky during the war years. Many more
farmers will have the benefit of electric service as soon as
the necessary material and man-power can be obtained
to build.the many Mae extensions to those who have
— already applied for service.
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Shaded areas are those that the Japanese government would be permitted to retain under the was passed out to the Nazis and
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Hospital Addition

Richmond is to be congratulated on the
formal opening of a new addition to the
Gibson hospital. This hospital is dedicat.
ed to the memory of Dr. Hugh Gibson
and Dr. Moss Gibson, who established the
institution. A new wing of the hospital is
entirely of steel and concrete. This makes
a contrast with the original old building
that was built of hewn-rafters and handblown glass windows hauled from Pennsylvania by oxcart. The old building was
the home of Ezekiel Field, a member of
Daniel Boone's party.

The Kiwanis Club's two Mc,
who took a lesson apiece in
practical politics recently, were
on hand at the regular luncheon
meeting and absorbed some kidding gracefully. If all losers
in the primary take tbeir lickings as well as Tom and Bedford (which is doubted) all will
be well for the Democrats in
November.
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•Pepsi-Cola Company, Long Island City,N.
Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Company
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Shop All 9 Floors At

each Furniture Co.
If you can't find it—Why not try Keach's

DAILY MATINEE

at 230 P. M.

Sheep raisers and feeders are
getting Commodity Credit Corporation payments to help them
meet increased costs of breeding stock, feed and labor.
Through November the rates
are $1.50 a hundredweight on
lambs weighing 65 to 90 pounds
and $2.15 on lambs weighing
over 90 pounds. Rates will be
$2 and $2.65 in December and
January; $2.50 and $3.15 in February, March and April, and $2
and $2.65 in May and June. All
sheep other than these two
classes will draw $1 a hundredweight to the end of the payment program, which now is set
as June 30, 1948.
Sales must be made to legally
authorized slaughters who will
certify that the
MAJOR BONG KILLED IN CRASH—
sheep
are
Here'is the wreekage of a jet-propelled P-80 plane
which bought for slaughter. Sellers
crashed at Burbank, Calif., killing Maj.
Richard I. Bong, America's ace fighter pilot in the south should
keep sales slips, invoices
Pacific area before he was returned to the
United States and reassigned to test flying duty.
Wit- and other evidence of weights
nesses said the plane exploded with
a terrific roar and disintegrated. (AP Wirepho
and names of purchasers. This
to)
evidence then is presented to the
son, compared with 423 pounds
Agricultural Adjustment Agency.,
for 1944 and a prewar average
Next to the highest rates will
of 340 pounds.
be paid next May and June, two
• • •
months when many Kentucky
News epresenting lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of
During the 5 years 1915-19,
those lambs normall
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwel
y are sold. By
l county almost
the farm mortgage in the Unites 40 years ago
recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice- breeding as early as possible,
States increased 69 percent as A-VVeek Leader of those years will be publishe
d
as
a
regular
Leader and by giving ewes and lambs
compared with a decrease of 20 feature. The articles are reproduced,Oist as the Princeton reporters,
s ortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
good
care, many Kentucky
percent during the 5 years 1940sheepmen can have lambs 'ready•
Princeton, March. 13, 1914— Curry is ell smiles over
44.
'his new to sell
in May and June.
My information is that farm Mrs. J. E. Griffin is in receipt quarters.
.The purpose of the program is
of
a
beautifu
•
•
l
Deer
•
Skip
rug,
mortgage debt in Caldwell counPrinceton, May 1,-1914 -1VIrs. (I) to encourage the raising and
ty at the present time is lower sent to her as a present by Mrs.
feeding of lambs to heavier
than it has been since the be- Nannie Mahan. The deer was Weldon Stephens and son, Joe
weights, (2) to bring about a
killed near Blytheville, Ark., Johnson, will leave
ginning of World War I. This is
Saturday
more normal seasonal distribua healthy situation to be in to Mrs. Mahan's home. Mrs. Grif- morning for Bartow, Fla., to atfin prizes the gift very highly.
tend the wedding of Mrs. tion in the marketing of lambs,
start a progressive post war pro• • •
Stephens
's sister, Miss Maysie (3) to divert more market lambs
gram on our farms.
into legitimate slaughter chanPrinceton, March 17, 1914— Boynton, Sunday, May 10.
Mrs. nels,
and (4) to help producers
Mrs. Marshall Polk, of Nash- Stephens will be accompa
nied meet
increased costs without inville, Tenn., will arrive this week home in June by her
mother creasing
consumer prices oh
for a visit to her sister, Mrs. and sister, who will spend
sev- lamb
and mutton.
Dique Eldred.
eral weeks in Princeton.
• • •
• • •
Princeton, March 20, 1914—
Princeton, May 5, 1914—Misses ATHLETES FOOT GERM
KILL IT FOR 35c
The man,' friends of Mrs. Rawles Robbie Smith, Laura Pettit and
Moore, of Washington, D. C., Margaret Gresham spent last IN ONE* HOUR, if not pleased
will be glad to learn she is con- Wednesday in Hopkinsville shop- your 35c back. Ask any druggist
for this powerful fungicide, TEvalescing after a successful op- ping.
OL. Its 90% alcohol, makes it
eration for appendicits at Garpenetrate. The germ can't be
field Hospital in that city.
killed, unless reached. Feel it
• • •
penetrate, reaches more germs.
Princeton, March 20, 1914—
Program announced July 27, Apply full strength for itchy,
Mrs. Mary Sublette, of Clinton,
1945,
authorized
Commodity sweaty or smelly feet. Today at
who was visiting, her daughter,
Credit Corporation to make pay- Wood Drug Store.
ad.
Mrs. J. R. Catlett, for several
ments to all sellers of sheep and
weeks was called home yesterlambs who sell directly to legalday on account of the illness of
ly authorized slaughters, accordher daughter, Mrs. Fred Beeler.
ing to C. E. George, chairman of
• • •
Caldwell County AAA CommitPrinceton, April 3, 1914—Miss
tee. Payments will be made by
Mary Powell entertained
at the AAA County
Committee on
Bridge last evening in honor of
sales made on or after August 5,
Mrs. J. B. Thomas, of Paducah,
1945, through June 30, 1946, only
and Mrs. Sallie P. Catlett, of
on proper invoices and receipts
Mineral Mound. Prizes were
of sales. August rates as anawarded, Mrs. Arthur Hollingsnounced are:
worth receiving the first prize,
Lambs weighing 65 to 90
Mrs. Shelly Eldred the second
pounds
$1.50 a cwt.
and Mrs. Thomas the guest's
Lambs weighing over 90
prize. A delicious salad course,
pounds
$2.15 a cwt.
coffee and mints were served by
Other sheep and
in Hopkinsville?
the hostess in her usual graceful
lambs
$1.00 a cwt.
and charming manner, and its
For further information see
useless to say the evening was
for
Mrs. Lillian Pruett, secretary,
one of great pleasure.
Caldwel
County
l
AA, in the
• • •
Courthouse.
Princeton, May 1, 1914—Henry
It is essential that 35 to 40
Curry has moved his billiard and
percent of all fertilizers to be
pool hall to the second room of
used during the fiscal year of
the Elks building. Everything
exclusively yours
1945-46 be delivered to the farm
looks nice and attractive and Mr.
during the last six months of
Incorporated
1945 if the manufacturers, in tire
face of labor and equipment
shortages, transportation difficulties and limited storage facilities, are to meet the demand.
Farmers are urged to get their
commercial phosphate stored on
the farm this fall, especially that
intended for early spring use.
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Added Treats! . . .
COLOR CARTOON—UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS
SERIAL — No. 11 "CAPTAIN AMERICA"

SUNDAY-MONDAY, Aug. 19-20
BING'CROSBY presents

Hopkinsville
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COLORFUL ...EXCITING ...FABULOUS
TIMES THAT MADE HISTORY!
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If you suffer from hot flashes,
feel weak, nervous, highstrung,
a bit blue at times—due to the functional "middle-age" period peculiar to
women—try this great medicine—Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to
relieve such symptoms. Pinkham's
Compound RIMPII N*TIM. It's one of
the best known medicines for this
purpose. Follow label directions.

Eugene Caldwell, 4-H club
member from Daviess county,
sold 54 lambs at the tri-state
show for $721.32 net, and received $27 in awards.
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PROTEINS
OF MEAT
WITHOUT
THE HEAT

Gives zest and vigor to the
young and old.
Many serve it as the main
dish for supper with red-ripe,
home-grown tomatoes, tender
slices of onions and in other
tempting combinations.
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TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY,Aug.21-22
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FIBBER McGEE & MOLLY
Your Top Radio Team In

— Added Delights —
CARTOON — "GANDY GOOSE IN GHOST TOWN"
SPORTS — "BIRDS AND BEASTS WERE THERE"
MUSICAL — "SWING VACATION"

COMING - August 23-24
*
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That's what you get in
our delicious Creamed Cottage Cheese . . . the ideal
summer substitute for meat
. . . cool, refreshing, wholesome. Contains proteins equal
in quality and quantity to
those of the finest steaks and
roasts.
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Fredonia Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Butts
and children, Larry Wayne and
Tony, have been visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Lee Burklou the last week.
Miss Ida Bell Turley, of Evansville, spent a week recently with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Turley.
Rev, J. T. Spurlin, of Detroit,
Mich., filled Rev. H. K. Langston's pulpit at the Baptist
church Sunday night. Rev. Spurtin was pastor here several years
ago. He and his family will sail
for Alaska some time this week
where his church in Detroit is
sending him as a Baptist missionary.

Fredonia News

Teen-Agers Urged
Back To School

(By Dorothy Brasher)
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WHY PAY MOP
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When In Hopkinsville

C. A. Woodall

Handicap Race Is
Set For Saturday

Deaths-Funerals

FOR LOYAL SUPPORT

Thanks, Democratic
Voters!

Arpoirpt.

iMLY/

J. Marvin Satterfield

Sincerely,
•

W. Otho Towery
Democratic Nominee for Sheriff, Caldwell County.

about your HEARING

Livestock Market
Sales were steady with a week
ago on the Princeton Livestock
Market Monday, it was reported
by Dugan Ordway, manager.
Stock cattle sold a little higher.
Total. head sold was 919 head.
Baby beeves topped at $14; No.
veals, $1.50 and hogs, $14.45. All
fat hogs, 160 pounds and up,
sold at ceiling prices.

Free audiometric tests and
consultation will show you
how much hearing you now
have and how much this aide
will help you. Visit the Sonotone
HEARING CENTER—
Henrietta Hotel
C. L. Schmidt
Wednesday, Aug. 22
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

I wish to take this means of thanking each and everyone of
the voters of Caldwell county who supported me in the Primary
election August 4 and gave me the nice majority for which I am
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For those who supported my opponents I have only _the
kindest feeling and highest regard, and ask each and everyone
lo please give me their loyal support in the November election.
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Mrs. T. J. Mahan and daughters, Mrs. Byron Morse, Mrs.
R. D. Hughes and son, R. D. Jr.,
and Mrs. James H. Bell returned to their home in Blytheville, Ark., ,Wednesday morning.
after attending the funeral of
Mrs. Mahan's sister, Miss Birdie
Satterfield here Tuesday.
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Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Ray, Detroit, Mich., on the birth of a
son, Alfred Joel. Mrs. Ray is
Linton,
the former Mildred
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Linton.
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Saul Pogrotsky, Miss Katharine Garrett, J. Gordon Lisanby,
Chas. J. White and Dr. B. L.
Keeney were appointed members
a Zoning Commission at Monday's City Council session.
The Commission was formed
pursuant to action of the Council at its previous session, when
a proposal was made for the
adoption of a zoning ordinance.
A delegation Of women attended
the session, urging no relaxation
in the effort to prohibit the
building of a proposed gasoline
filling station on the northwest
corner of Locust and North Jefferson streets.
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Flash For
The Horse Show
Here are some of the brightest ideas of the new season.
Sparkling pieces of jewelry
to pin on your suit lapel
. . . adorn your bare neck
. . . or let dangle from your
wrist. Pins, necklaces, charms.
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pounds each.
(Be sure to put your name
and number on canning sugar
coupon.)
Watch for this ration news
bulletin every week in this
paper. Published to aid our
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helpful service by

Peeples Service Store
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Clift

l'E. Croft there during the weekend.
• • •
Mrs. T. J. Mahan and daughters, Mrs. Byron Morse, Mrs.
R. D. Hughes and son, R. D. Jr.,
and Mrs. James H. Bell returned to their home in Blytheville, Ark., ,Wednesday morning.
after attending the funeral of
Mrs. Mahan's sister, Miss Birdie
Satterfield here Tuesday.

Zoning Commission Gift For Wounded Soldier
Named ceForToCity
Regu-

Blanc-Mitchell

pkinsville

•

Princeton Leader
Princeton, Ky
•5

Ordinan
late Future Building
May Be Forthcoming

The Leader
Congratulates

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Ray, Detroit, Mich., on the birth of a
son, Alfred Joel. Mrs. Ray is
the former Mildred Linton,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leo
Linton.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. K. V. Bryant,
Stone street, on the birth of a
daughter, August 15, at Princeton
Hospital. She has been named
When defrosting a refrigerator, Bonnie Gayle..
• • •
try putting a folded newspaper
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Henry, on
along each side of the evaporator
the birth of a son, James Stephso that the drippings will be dienson, at- Princeton Hospital,
Aug. 9.
To prevent scatter rugs from
rubold
an
try
putting
slipping
Everybody Reads The Leader
ber jar ring under each corner.

Saul Pogrotsky, Miss Katharine Garrett, J. Gordon Lisanby,
Chas. J; White and Dr. B. L.
Keeney were appointed members
of a Zoning Commission at Monday's City Council session.
The Commission was formed
pursuant to action of the Council at its previous session, when
a proposal was made for the
adoption of a zoning ordinance.
A delegation Of women attended
the session, urging no relaxation
in the effort to prohibit the
building of a proposed gasoline
filling station on the northwest
corner of Locust and North Jefferson streets.
The arrival of Material for extending the water main on Varmint Trace to the city limit was
MARINES CELEBRATE PEACE—Two marines lift a girl in their reported, and work on the exarms in Times, Square, New York, as crowds celebrate .Tokyo tension . will begin within a
will
announcement of acceptance of the Potsdam proclamation. (AP' week or so. The extension
include installation of two addiWirephoto).
tional fire-hydrants, affording
at Vanderbilt University and also Arch Hollowell.
hydrants for fire-fighting to a
pineapple section of the City heretofore
of
serves as pastor to several Meth- • Refreshments
Sgt. Frederick Hensel, Kentucky GI who lost parts of both
odist Churches in Central Ten- sherbet and cookies were served. unprotected, an official said.
admires in Percy Jones hospital, Battle
nessee.
The street department report- arms and legs in combat,
a motion picture projector presented to him on his
Mich.,
Creek,
feet
300
of
about
n
ed
completio
B&PW Club Adopts
With him are his wife, Jewell, and
of concrete slab driveway in third wedding anniversary.
Shower For Bride
judge advocate at the hospital.
Constitution, By-Laws
assistant
,
Rosenberg
L.
Milton
Lt.
Cedar Hill Cemetery. The sesMisses Josephine Creekmur
Costello, comedy team. (AP
and
Abbott
of
gift
was
the
Projector
of
meeting
At the August
sion was attended by Counciland Marjorie Stembridge enBusiness and Professional Wo- men Blackburn, Hammonds, Mor- PhotI)
tertained Thursday night, Aug.
men's Club at George Coon Li- gan, Mrs. Quinn with Mayor
Dr. F. T. Linton has returned
2, at 7:30 o'clock at the home brary Friday night, the constiCash presiding.
a visit with relatives in
from
ille
on
Maddisonv
latter
of the
tution and by-laws were adopt0.
Xenia,
street, with a surprise shower ed by the group, which so far
• • •
1Mr. and Mrs. Jim Walker, W.
for Mrs. Meredith Brown, a re- includes 12 charter members: Horse Show Ball
Mrs. Vance Drennan and son,
The Princeton Horse Show Market street, are spending this
cent bride. Mrs. Brown is the Mrs. Anna Mae Nesmith, CarRichard, have returned to their
former Katherine Rose Cum- win Cash, Mrs. Nancy S. Beck, Ball, featuring Francis Craig's week with Mr. and Mrs. Willard
home in Kingsville, Ont., after
Morganin
Bob
with
family,
and
NBC
orchestra,
Lamm,
Mrs.
Mitchell
and
Mr.
mins, daughter of
Virginia Morgan, Mrs. Harold vocalist, will be held ThuAday
a visit with her parents, Mr. and
field.
Aaron Cummins, Hopkinsville McGowan, Ruth C. Lytle, Mrs.
Mrs. Denny Freeman, Princeton,
• • •
night, August 23, at Princeton
Road.
Elaine Brashier, Atha Stallings, Country Club. In case of rain
Route 2, and other relatives and
Mrs. Leo Linton returned SatOn entering the living room, Mrs. Leona Trader, Mrs. Clifton
friends.
where
the
Mich.,
in
be
held
Detroit,
will
from
dance
the
urday
the bride was led to a table Pruett, Mrs. Duke Pettit, Jr.,
• • •
Elks' Ballroom.
she spent three weeks with her
covered with gifts, by Miss An- and Busch Cummins. Miss Busch
Reece Clift and
Mrs.
and
.Mr.
and
Ray
Alfred
Mrs.
daughter,
nie Pruett, who made a "Good Cummins, treasurer, said these
family have returned to their
Ray.
Mr.
speech
Luck" and "Best Wishes"
has qualified for memberships
home in Detroit, Mich., after
• • •
in behalf of all her friends.
and other members were invited
several weeks' visit with relaO'Hara,
Clyde
Mrs.
and
Mr.
OGDEN MEMORIAL
Attending and sending gifts to join.
here.
Brooksville, Fla., are visiting tives
E. S. Denton, Pastor
were Misses Dorthea Joiner,
• • •
Imre.
relatives
and
friends
Har9:45 A.M. Sunday School,
Doris Jean Bright, Mary Nell Fredonia B. T. U. Social
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Oliver and
• • •
ry Long, Supt.
Farmer, Virginia Joiner, Nettie
returned from
Attending the B. T. U. social
Mr. and Mrs. David Berryhill little son have
11:00 A.M. "Christian FellowJo Dalzell, 'Gloria Koltinsky,
where he has
Ill.,
Plains,
Des
spent
Church,
Baptist
at the Fredonia
and daughter, Xandria,
ship.
Jeanne Carolyn Ratliff, Barbara
with been employed, to their home on
week
9, were: Mr. and
Aug.
last
here
Thursday,
days
several
ip
Fellow/kb
6:30 P.M. Youth
Nell Cummins, June Smiley,
Green street.
Mrs. J. J. Coon, Mr. and Mrs. service.
friends.
Mary Ellen Collier, Betty Sue
• • •
Mr. and
•
ous,
•
•
Querterm
Charlie
7:30 P.M. Union service at The
Pruett, Margaret Terry Davis,
Jerry Gray are
and
and Mrs.
Mr.
Young,
Jimmy
/
Lester
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Dollar,
Christian Church, sermon by
Suzanne Sparks, Martha Jane
visiting their uncle, Bill HotsBill King, Mrs. Melva Tabor, Rev. Don Wilmouth.
relatives
visited
lle,
Madisonvi
Josephine
Lester, Annie Pruett,
apple and family in Russellville
Mrs. T. L. Grubbs, Mrs. A. J.
:here Sunday.
Creekmur, Marjorie Stembridge;
this week.
Hill, Miss Rachel
Rev.
Eldridge,
•
•
•
so
foods
canned
Arrange your
and Mesdames Howard Enoch,
• • •
Turley, Mr. Dave Boaz, Bonnie that last year's cans are in front
M. Young,
W.
Mrs.
and
Jack
Mr.
d,
Satterfiel
Buddy
Jr.,
King, Laura Lou Boone, Martha so they will be used first.
Carol and Gene Croft attended
and
ous
Querterm
Luke
Mrs.
and
ge
Stembrid
Nichols, H. M.
lle last
Nell Moore, Wilma Green, BarBilly Sam Young were the the circus in Hopkinsvi
their
to iron guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Ed Wednesday and visited
bara Baldwin, of Bowling Green,
ready
be
will
Clothes
AIME.4.11N
Carter and R. B. Hooks, Jr., of faster if you sprinkle them with Young here Sunday.
grandparents, Dr. and Mrs. M.
Louisville, Dottie Davis, Phillip warm water instead of cold
• • •
Carner, Donny Foley, Buddy and water.
Earl Johnson and
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Eddy King and Doris Tabor.
returned to their
Avoid loss of juice in prepar- baby have
Rev. Hill of the Second Baphome in Detroit after a visit
tist Church, Marion, gave a ing meat, poultry and fish. Never
with his mother, Mrs. Lena
water.
in
food
soak such
talk on activities of the B.T.U.
Johnson and other relatives. Sgt.
and Mrs. Nora
A fresh egg will have a chal- W. H. Calvert
A handy scraper for scaling
Calvert accompanied them home
shiny
smooth,
A
shell.
rough
ky,
tacking
by
made
be
can
fish
for a visit.
three bottle caps to a small stick. shell is a sign of old age.

Flash For
The Horse Show
Here are some of the brightPat ideas of the new season.
Sparkling pieces of jewelry
to pin on your suit lapel
. . . adorn your bare neck
. . . or let dangle from your
wrist. Pins, necklaces, charms.

In snappy horse,
saddle and other
attractive designs
to add to milady's
elegance.

At The Churches

The
"City Slicker"
by

17I

a

444142.1cts
Princeton, Ky.

Phone 28

as featured In August

ILIDEHOISELLB

Mahe Reseitoatioas Now lo4 The

0.444e Shaul Ball
e4.44. 6,7.0.4
iv,e ouhed",..

14ancis
$3.30
•

-------

leazaiviet

315
4.20

Pold punchings give interest to
this gay little sandal.
Intriguing lines bring you

PRINCETON COUNTRY CLUB

out in-the-open.

eds
cEs!

You'll love its gently

Thwazicat Aide, AI. 23

clinging fit.

'695

ROO
'Root•Tritit'—toeuinned
end sylph-011ns, in C.-.d
Rayon Crop*. Navy, Unto
or Black, $17.15

-shwn-Nte-twa-pl•to suit

Admission: $3.00 a couple ... Table keservations:

In Ssiprtwill, a 10% wool
end rarer.. Green, Brows
or Sleek, $19.113
fAlrev.1
Iteellare—lons terse Nos.
pimr In Varsity rayon
gabardine. Bright tones es
pastels. $14.911
Oats it. IS,.

"
$1.00 a Person,

Ladies, $1.50 each

omen
y

Pesci*

.*MARY MUFFET LIMITEDS ors "few-of-a-kind" originals ehdusive with

444foicti

Wood Drug Store
Tickets and Table Reservations Available at
Or Telephone No. 76

HOPKINSVILLE
0001•0•10•01.11001.1•••••111,IIWIM•••••

GOLDNAMER'S
'Princeton's Finest Dept. Store"

Thursda , Au ust 16,19
KENTUCKY
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Mrs. Mitchell Lowery, have re—.
turned to the home of her moth
er, Mrs. Grant Lowery.
Miss Gwendil Ordway an
Mr. Floyd Ordway were dinnei
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Bra
Lacy in Princeton Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Clegg an
children, Billy and Jo Ann, wh
have been at the home of Mrs
Essie Rucker for some time
will move to Princeton Tuesday
Dinner guests of Mrs. Law
home.
Blackburn Thursday wer
rence
of
Ray,
Jimmy
Mrs.
Mr. and
Hendricks, Livings
Charles
Rev.
Sunday
spent
Evansville, Ind.,
and Mrs. On
Rev.
county,
ton
Ray.
with Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
McKenzie, Tenn., Mrs
Mr. Leaman Lowery, of Evans- Ray,
Chit and children, Deville, spent Sunday with his Reece
and Pfc. Edwin Morgan.
troit,
.
Lowery
Grant
Mrs.
,
mother
Mrs. J. B. Ray, Jr., and daughMrs. Everett Rowe and son,
of Pride, visited Mr. an
ter,
in
days
who spent several
J. B. Ray, Sr., one day thi
Mrs.
Evansville as guests of Mr. and
week.
Weekend guests of Mr. an
Mrs. Cecil Brasher were Mis
Connie Brasher, Princeton, Mr
and Mrs. H. H. Wring and Mis
Daisy Curtis, Evansville.
Mrs. W. E. Hunt and Miss Id
At home—Any flavor — Delicious —Smooth
— No ice crystals— No cooking —No re.
Bell Turley, of Evansville, a
whipping—No scorched flavor —Easy —
Inexpensiv• —20 recipes in each 151 pkg.
spending their vacation wit
Please send this ad for free fult.sice sam•
pl. off.,.,, buy from your grow.
their parents, Mr. and Mrs
Henry Turley.
Mrs. Mary Bell Simpson visitBrand Homemade Ice Cream
ed in Sturgis last weekend.
Frank Harmon is in Paduca
this week where he will have
NOONOIMIT- 135 HOWARD, UN FRANCISCO 3. RAW.

(By Dorothy Brasher)
(Last Week's News)
Mrs. Charles Young spent last
weekend with friends in Evansville.
Mrs. Charles Brockmyer, Jr.,
and daughter, Sandra; of Princeton, visited Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
Brockmyer, Sr., Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Townsend left Tuesday for Hazard,
where they will make their

MAKE

ICE CREAM
1.011110111JEIRg
STABILIZER

Thank You!
I wish to thank each and every voter for their
for
vote and influence in my successful campaign
nomination for county tax commissioner.
To those who voted for my opponent I have
only the kindest feeling and highest regard.
Again I say thank you.
Sincerely,

Mrs. S. J. Larkins

Spring Applications
Of Nitrate Favored

Tests made by Cleveland Bur,
ton, an Adair county farmer
and reported by County Agent
B. Rankin, Indicate that spring
applications of ammonium nitrate on wheat are profitable.
Land receiving 125 pounds of
nitrate to the acre in the fall
produce 11.6 bushels of wheat
and- 1,845 pounds of straw, while
land where 63 pounds of nitrate
the
to the acre were applied in
spring produced 19.7 bushels of
grain and 2,208 pounds of straw.
Untreated land produced 12
bushels of grain and 938 pounds
of straw.
In another test, 125 pounds
of nitrate to the acre used in
the spring resulted in a yield of
26 bushels of wheat and 3,418
pounds of straw. Sixty-three
pounds used in the fall and 125
pounds in the spring brought a
yield of 27 bushels of wheat. Un14.6
produced
land
treated
1,210
bushels of grain and
pounds of straw to the acre.

Information For
War Veterans
this column
The Leader will print of
veterans.
weekly for the benefit their
rights
Questions concerning
all InAddrese
d.
anewere
will be
InforntatIon
quiries to this paper.
Is furnished by the
for this columnEmploym
ent Service,
United Statee
liupkInsvIlls
203 Stud Ninth Street,
Kentucky.

ice, will the Veterans'
istration help me.
A. As a Veteran
who Nos
for his country, you can
get thi
best treatment that •nietry wgi
buy at the Veterans' hot*
closest to your home, or the
best suited to handle your rase
(within existing facilities>.
liukkaido is Japan's
northera.
Most home island.

Q. May I borrow money to
in
buy a farm or set myself up
Need as
business?
A. Yes you may borrow money
under this plan for any busiBlack-Draught is
to
ness which you are qualified
borrow
may
also
You
operate.
a l li y etpchr0
0nirnopumtsicha
us
3-Always2 Uso
1-U
money to repair your home, pay
machin
taxes and to buy farm
25
ery, equipment and livestock.
Q. Then I could build or buy
to
a filling station, garage, barber40
store,
re
shop, drug store, hardwa
doses
meat market or grocery?
A. You could.
only
antenna housing on the
Q. How long will I have to
SECRETS—Arrow locates a bulbous radar
R
RADA
in
used
NCES
First
.
NAVY ANNOU
repay my loan?
of an escort carrier
Hellcat spotted on the flight deck
ty, radar's range
wing of a Navy Grumman
A. As long as 20 years, de-distance under conditions of poor visibili
near
the
in
objects
(AP
object.
surface
as
well
detection of surface
g on how much you boras
e
pendin
of
airborn
provide long-range detection
was quickly extended to
row and for what purpose.
and taught school in this counPhoto)
Q. If I should become sick or
with old friends.
ago. Her husband, get hurt after I am out of servyears
few
a
ty
accomThere was quite a lot of illa tonsilectomy. He was
Sergent Renfro Webb is in
panied by his father, Ed
ness reported throughout this Europe.
community last week due to the
mon.
(By Mrs. W. M. Cartwright)
Mr. and Mrs. Lee McIntosh, of
(Last Week's News)
John Henson, of Waverly,
extremely hot weather.
s, Tenn., were recent
Memphi
his
of
ick
McCorm
guest
Tenn., was the
Mr. and Mrs. John
- Mrs. Mitchell Clift was in this
of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
guests
,
and
brother, Mr. C. T. Henson
of near Red Boiling Springs part of county Friday morning
and other relatives
on
Robins
Mrs. Henson for several days Tenn., were here last week as making a last appeal to the
DO YOU KNOW—That the Armed Forces need the fat
here.
Isaac
Mrs.
their
and
for
Mr.
section
of
week.
last
guests
voters of this
from your dead stock for Explosives?
Mrs. Lee BurkIew is visiting McCormick and other relatives support in the Saturday pri
DO. YOU KNOW•_THAT --the fat, from—
..
relativ s in Marion.
mary.
in this county.
Will Make 75 Anti-Aircraft ShelLi
A Hog
Little Miss June Perkins is ill
Mrs. Clark, of Madisonville,
Mrs. R. P. Andrews has reAnti-Aircraft
Shells
Will Make 80
A Cow
this week.
has recently been the guest of turned from a week's visit in
7Will Make 75 Anti-Aircraft Shells
A Horse
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Phelps, Mr. her daughter, Mrs. Shellie Wyatt Detroit. She was joined there
Will Make 15 Anti-Aircraft Shells
A Sheep
and Mrs. Aubrey Litchfield, Mr. and Mr. Wyatt.
by her daughter, Mrs. Leonard
Will Make 5 Anti-Aircraft Shells
For Immediate
A Calf
and Mrs. Noble Paris, Miss June
Mr. and Mrs. Ragon Cummins Gaiser, of New York.
Vinson and Mr. Orlan Prowell and Mr. and Mrs. Isaac McCorMiss Loraine Adams, who has Delivery On
NOTICE—The State Livestock Sanitary Board rules ad
enjoyed a Weiner roast at Kut- mick were in Dawson Springs been employed at a defense plant
all hides must be on the animal when transported over the
tawa Saturday night.
last Saturday afternoon.
in Evansville the past year has
NTS
public highways.
UME
MON
Miss Mary Goheen and brothMisses Loraine and Ernestine been spending a vacation here
So be alert, Mr. Farmer, and help to win this war by
SEE OUR STOCK—THE
ers, Sam and Myrl Goheen, Adams were in Princeton last with home folks.
g—
KY.
phonin
WEST
IN
ST
of
PetersLARGE
visited in Benton Saturday.
a
•
Woolf,
Saturday.
Mrs. Americ
Jim Patterson has returned
Miss Clara May White, who burg, Fla., has been visiting relaPaducah Granite
home after spending several recently underwent an opera- tives throughout this county.
weeks with his daughter, Mrs. tion at,,Princeton hospital, is imMrs. Renfro Webb and childMarble, Stone Co.
T. A. Smith, of Coulterville, Ill. proving.
ren, of Whitley City, will arTelephone — David Payne's Service Station
402 South 3rd Street
Accompaning him home were
Mrs. Orland Newson, who has rive here next week for a visit
Phone 423
Paducah, Kentucky
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Emith and been a patient at Jennie Stewart to her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
799
Phone
her
to
Coulter
of
d
Mr. and Mrs. Cook,
hospital, has returne
Hugh Robinson. Mrs. Webb was
COLLECTORS OF WASTE GREASE
ville.
home and is recovering satis- formerly Miss Lottie Robinson
Misses Connie and Dorothy factorily.
Brasher are visiting their grandDick McCargo, of near Hopmother, Mrs. Jennie Brasher, of kinsville, attended the graveDycusburg.
yard cleaning here last Friday.
A heavy rain fell here last
Saturday afternoon and in various other sections in this end
county.
of
W. C. Adams of Christian
Mr. and Mrs. R. V. Pickering
county harvested more than 900
have been visiting Amon Orange
bushels of balbo rye seed ,from
family at Scottsburg the
and
a 30-acre field.
week.
last
reis
A good crop of potatoes
Mr. and Mrs. Huel Teasley are
Whitley county
ported from
d to • arrive here this
expecte
where 10.carloads were shipped
week for a visit to Mr. and Mrs.
month.
one
out in
Richarel Pickering • and I. N.
Peck Bros. of Marshall county
and family at Cedar
Teasley
are growing 16 acres of tomatoes
Bluff.
which they expect to sell green
Miss Minnie Lee Cook, daughwrapped.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Omer Cook
ton
Livings
of
S. W. Coffeer
has accepted a position at Dawcounty states he can save the
esham Drug Store.
son-Gr
labor of three men by using his
Mrs. Urey Cook, Mrs. Oscar
baled hay elevator.
Croft and Mrs. .1. L. McCargo
T. J. Cramer of Ballard counhave been at the bedside of their
tons
1,000
ty harvested about
Uncle Pearce Pool, who
father,
of hay from 500 acres treated
quite ill at the home
been
has
with limestone and phosphate.
Will Henry
club of Mr. and Mrs.
Wyatt Caraiest, 4-H
Pool, Cedar Bluff.
startcounty,
in
Lincoln
r
membe
Mrs. Willie Inglis was guest
ed with one Jersey cow in 1943
James T. White and family
of
Complete With Springs and
and now has two cows, two
last Thursday.
calves and a heifer.
Mattress Comfortable single
Rev. Orvis Wyatt and family,
Using the dry-suds method of
visiting
were
lsville
of Campbel
size bed that can be quickly
cleaning learned by homemakers
here last week end and attendin their project work, the Bell
folded up and stored in a
ed the grave yard cleaning. Rev.
county Board of Education cleanbeen assisting in a
has
Wyatt
comfortable
small • ips.ce.
ed the county school books.
revival at Otter Pond church.
Sixteen business firms and
urg,
ss included
and
of
Scottsb
spring
mattre
Demond Morris,
service clubs in Pulaski county
t McDowell
Hewlet
piloting
was
for
are sponsoring 16 4-H club prothrough this vicinity last week
jects in the county, including
a campaigning tour.
on
forestry.
Frank McChesney, of Detroit,
Will Potter, Negro farmer in attended grave yard cleaning at
Warren county, produced 1.800 Lebanon last Friday and mixing
pounds of potatoes from 200
pounds of seed.
Seventeen pieces of furniture
and
have been reconditioned
slipcovered by Mrs. C. E. ChamTo Brighten Your Bedroom
pion of Anderson county, and by
those she has assisted.
BEAUTIFUL CHENILLE SPREAD
Practically all potato growers
Just received a new shipment of beautiful chenille spreads. Extra
in Wolfe county are said to have
heavy, first quality:In all white, blue, peach and gold. Extra large
planted certified seed.
size.

LAXATIVE?

Share All Waste Kitchen Fats!

Ky. Farm News

Home Furnishings--Specials
Roll-Away Bed!

$29.95

$18.95

HERE'S

A teen-age teaser --- Note arrowing slot seams
over the shoulder line and the built-up matching
clever pocket treatment; shetland wool. Other just
as attractive numbers in cost suit styles.
Coats — the newest, most thrilling and timely
collection that will appeal to every matron and miss.'
Ask for a Betty Rose coat.
Make your selection early.

TO
4
LAY
IN
YOUR

WINTER'S

eoetef

Loans made promptly for
the purchase of coal, to
avoid a shortage next winter. COME IN OR PHONE!.

.

In all sizes and shapes.

Clothes Dryers
New shipment of the famous tripod
dryers, Sturdily-built. With heavy
metal brace. Twelve folding arms.
See this marvelous dryer. Only - - -

Beautiful frames.

$6.95 to $35

Others priced $1.914

Finance Corp. of Ky.
Anna May Nesmith, manager

SULA & ELIZA NALL

Plate Mirrors

Princeton, Kentucky
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mes For
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oy Stewart,
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head football
today
State College,
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le game*

onsehthe
arefootball
ei
time--Arkane first
Kirksville (Mo.)
hattanooga UniversiUniversity.
io
will have a combinethis
.civilian team
ing to present plans.
• C. Keefe, commando{ the Naval Acaer Unit on Murpus, said the Navy
he permitted to play
specialist William B.
ill assist Mr. Stewart
the team. John Milbasketball coach, is
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R-2 ire Certificates
To Expire August 15

War Price and
Rationing
boards have been instructed not
accept
to
any applications for
new 1945-46 cars at this time
as no quota has been set for
any district office, Paul Dexheimer, Louisville OPA district
mileage rationing officer, stated
Tuesday. The public will be advised by press release when applications will be accepted by
local boards, Dexheimer said.
when he was commissioned by
the Navy.
After losing the first two
games last season, the Murray
Thoroughbreds won the
five
remaining games. The only foe
on the 1945 card that played
Murray last year is Illinois
Wesleyan of Bloomington,
The Breda downed the Illinois
Titans twice last season-28-13
and 26-6.
The schedule to date:
Oct. 5—Arkansas Tech of Russellville, Ark., at Murray (night).
Oct. I3—Eastern
Kentucky
State at Richmond, Ky. (afternoon).
Oct. 19—Tennessee Tech at
Cookeville, Tenn.
Oct. 26 — Kirksville (Mo.)
Teachers at Murray (night).
Nov. 3—Ohio University at
Athens, Ohio (afternoon).
Nov. 9—Illinois Wesleyan of
Bloomington, Ill., at Murray
(night).
Nov. 17—University of Chattanooga at Chattanooga, Tenn.
(afternoon).
(Following week—game desired at Murray). •

help to win this war by

ring Works
.'s Service Station
3
• STE GREASE

Holders of old 11-2 kire purchaae certificate were *minded
by .I. E. Powers, district tire
rationing officer, that August 15
is the deadline for use of these
certificates. After August 15,
11-2 certificates will no longer
be valid for consumer use and
an eligible consumer holding
such certificate can obtain a
new tire only by reapplying to
his local board as a new applicant.

JOHNNY HAS ANOTHER COLLIE—When
pictures of grief-stricken Johnny Palmore appeared
in Peoria, Ill., papers, W. P. White decided
that the boy, who went on a hunger strike when his
dog, "Bingo", disappeared, would have another.
Even Blackie, a pet cat, is happy now. Johnny
lives in Portland, Ore. (AP Wirephote)
.
naleMiteansuovie.........

State And TVA To Set Up Forest
THE GARDEN
District In Kentucky Lake Area

Frankfort, Aug. 8—Signing of
a 3-year cooperative agreement
between the Kentucky Division
of Forestry and the Tennessee
Valley Authority has paved the
way for establishing a western
forest district comprising 11
counties, according to an, announcement by Conservation
Commissioner Harold A. Browning and State Forester H. B.
Newland. The counties in the
district are Livingston, Lyon,
Trigg,. Calloway, Graves, Marshall, McCracken, Ballard, Carlisle, Hickman and Fulton.
The TVA has agreed to furnish the State Division of Forestry up to $3,500 annually for
three years to help finance the
district. The program will be
started as soon as an experienced, graduate forester can be
obtained to take charge of it.
The district contains 660,000
acres of forested land, mostly

privately owned. Included in the
program will be a survey of the
forest fire problem, followed by
establishment of organized fire
protection, and cooperation with
timberland owners in forest
management Oki reforestation of
wastelands. The Division
of
Forestry is already giving organized fire protection to 60,000
acres of privately owned forest
land in Lyon and Trigg counties,
and has a full-time chief warden
at Cadiz.
The TVA is interested in getting adequate fire protection and
reforestation of wastelands in
the seven Kentucky counties of
the Tennessee Valley at the
earliest possible date. The four
counties outside the valley were
added to the district for administrative convenience. Lo:
cation of headquarters for the
district has not yet been definitely determined.
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By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Horne Economies

With the more pretentious
forms of vegetable storage disposed of, there remain two
simple but effective ones to
&scribe, the submerged barrel
snd the ventilated storage pit.
"Submerged" means just what
it says; a barrel buried or partIv buried in the soil. There is
the vertical form, used where
the land is level and the other,
whore the barrel is "angled"
into a side-hill.
For the vertical type, a hole
is dug about the depth of the
barrel, and one foot larger than
the barrel at its bulge. About
12 inches of crushed stone or
large gravel is put in, then
the barrel (with its bottom re-moved) is placed and centered,
and gravel is poured in to fill
the hole. The excavated soil is
mounded about the barrel opening, and the structure is completed by making a straw
"blanket" of 2 fertilizer sacks,
to stuff into the barrel opening,
and providing a piece of roofing
tin or some planks to be placed
atop, to shed the rain. In the
She Wait Living On
Raw me the relief I needed. I hive side-hill type, 12 inches of
Eggs, And Even Milk And a wonderful appetite and have gravel is piled over the barrel,
Water Distgreed With Her regained several pounds. I can (then earth enough to shed
Says Mrs. Singleton. Feels eat things I had not dared touch water.
Like Different Person Now in several years. I sleep splendid- Sometimes, a drain should
"I would like to tell everyone ly and I have discarded the lead from the bottom of the
about Retonga; its the grandest strong laxatives I used to take. excavation, but the gravel in
medicine I ever used," happily I feel better than in ten years,, the bottom and about the bardeclares Mrs. John Singleton, and all the credit goes to Re- rel assures adequate dryness of
the stored
well known resident of 200 tonga."
products, and a
Retonga is intended to re- reasonable amount of ventilation,
Madison St., Paris, Term., in
adding her name to the thous- lieve distress due to insufficient too. For ease in handling, the
ands praising this noted medi- flow of gastric juices in the potatoes and cabbage and the
cine. Discussing her case Mrs. stomach, loss of appetite, Vita- like should be put in sacks, with
Singleton gratefully continued: min B-1 deficiency and constipa- some identifying label or color"I suffered so much distress tion. Accept no substitute. Re- ed rag.
The ventilated pit is no diffrom acid indigestion that I was tonga may be obtained at Daw(adv) ferent from the ordinary kind,
living on raw eggs. I could not son's Drug Store.
except that the "sweat" and
even drink milk or water withsometimes consequent loss is
out suffering severely, and at Dade Park Handicap
To
taken - care of by a ventilating
night the gas in my stomach
pressed up against my chest Be Run Saturday, Aug. 11 stack, made this way.
Dade Park, Aug. 7—The anAfter having selected the site,
until I would have to sit up to
get relief. My appetite seemed nual Dade Park handicap will as ordinarly, free from water
entirely gone. I was fifteen be run here Saturday, Aug. 11. "run-in," dig two shallow ditches
pounds underweight, I had to This race is for a purse of $1,- crossing at right angles, and
use laxatives constantly and I 400 and is open to three-year- cover with plank or fine-mesh
felt weak and rundown almost olds and upward. The distance is wire. Where the ditches cross,
a mile and 40 yards: A well- stand up a stack
to the point of exhaustion.
made by nail"I took lots of treatments and matched field is expected to go ing together 3 or 4 wood strips,
medicines but only Retonga gave to the post in this race as it to make an opening of about 12
gives horses that like a race square inches. The
sides of the
longer than the sprint variety stack should be drilled
with oneand still don't like the extra inch holes, 3 inches
apart, all
long races to share in a larger sides, and its height
should be
• dlawtestort et poison OAR. purse.
6 inches more than half the
ItatIEMA. Meld, Meet, itwebern. Slays
bag Mita. Mow es Mesquite Mee.
width of the pit at its base. Or,
Seel, or Jed,' Slab. twos swam
Americans spent more than saplings
tied together, 6 inches
not. A ~Hag. rootlarsig Wien. Med $700,000,00
0
the
at
drycleaners through, makes a
It saywbere 55. et by ins& IMMO
stack through
Laboratories, gleyeaey, Ai
in 1944.
which ventilation is assured

automatically, because . ?f their
crooks.
About the stack the potatoes
are piled as high as they will
pile, 6 inches of straw laid, and
then 10 inches of earth. Fresh
air enters through the bottom
cross ditches and moisture and
odors rise through the stack
After severe weather has come
to stay, and the "sweat" 'will
have been over, a few shovelfuls of earth should be put about
the stack's top, to cover it, and
the pile should keep nicely.

Vim. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

O.P.A. Soon To Decide
Price Of New Cars

eldad 'against any pace luaresue

for most manufacturers, but he
authorized a spokesman to say
Washington, Aug. 8—The 0. there is no possibility
of an inP. A. today promised a decision crease
as high as 25 percent.
in about two weeks as to whether prices for new passenger cars
will be higher than those of 1942.
Price Administrator Chester
Bowles meanwhile denied reports the agency already has de— to ease painful bladder irritation
t1111.011.11.1101•1101.11011.11119t4.1•14
caused by excess acidity in the urine
111011.110•111.011•1110.014.11

FAMOUS DISCOVERY
acts fast on the kidneys

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE
John E. Young Agt,
Phone U
Princeton. Ky.

Thousands are thanking DR. KILMER'S
ROOT for helping thens to r•move th• cause of needless "getting up at
nights". For this pure herbal medicine,
originally
d by • practising phy•iclan, acts quickly to Inclllll the flow of
urine ...help• relieve backache, run-down
testing uncomfort•ble symptoms of
bladder irritation. SWAMP ROOT is a
scientific preparation. A combination of
carefully blended herlaii, roots, vegetrible•,
balsams. Absolutely notlung harsh or
habit-forming when you use Dr. Kilmer'•
esedicins. Just good ingredients that ece
fast to bring you new comfort1
Send for free, pr•p•id *simple TODAY!
Like thousand• of others you'll be glad
that you did Send name and •ddr••• to
Department C, Kilmer & Co.. Inc., Bon
1255, Stamford, Conn. Offer limited. Send
at est.. AU. druggists soil Swaney Root.

SWAMP

. . . Insurance is a great cure for worry.
"What If?" has kept many a man awake at
night. For peace of mind, insure.

MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agent
THE MAN WITH THE PLAN

Fredonia, Ky.

Your turn ...Have a Coke

CAN ENJOY HER MEALS
AGAIN; THANKS RETONGA

,

h is honored. It has been chosen as the place where
of returning heroes will first set foot on their
soil,
j set some of them

kiss that soil. And you may see
re wailing hopefully to get a long distance call

at all of us skipping some long distance calls?

How

trains the necessary ones brief? Let us gladly accept

lenience for those who have given so much for us.

N BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
want.

,

ort On
ition Points?
rye PASTEURIZED
a ILK
r Added Meal Goodness
•••

• INEXPENSIVE
• PURE
• WHOLESOME
• PROTECTIVE

FOR

HARDKAR&GOOD LOOKS

MAR-NOT VARNISH
For
Floors
Furniture
Woodwork

CONTAINS

• CALCIUM
• PHOSPHORUS
• VITAMINS
• PROTEIN

D •••
T'S PASTUERIZED!

"THE FAVORITE AT STORE OR DOOR"

MADE FOR HEAVY DUTY
• What a beating Mar-Not can
take and still stay beautiful.
Wing water, soap suds, alcohol, scuffing fist and scraping
fvenituee—Mar-Not talifs thorn
ell and comes up smiling.

HIGH-oLois 01
SATIN-FINISH

SHERWIN•WILLIAMS PAINTS

Phone 161

the y,'ar-

SOME) VHDElt ALMIONTY OP TYR COCA-COLA COMPANY SY

10PKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CC

'CrikesCoca-Cols
• aststrolly Mar Cacs•Cels
WWIbe M. trwadly shkentene•
Vohs' Boa MIA al& 4550 md.
vid The CesaCcsk Commay.

Opportunity
Knocks!
The war is almost over and I will soon be back on the road selling
shoes in two states. Therefore, I must dispose of my MODERN CHICKEN
FARM, locate$1 one-fourth mile from the city limit on U. S. 62, the
Dawson Springs Road.
This farm has modern equipment and is stocked with New
Hampshire chicks, blood-tested and U. S. Approved. The property also has
on it:
Two large truck gardens and good plantings of red and black raspberries; also grapes and a nice orchard bearing fruit this year.
Two complete hog lots with good hog houses and City water in

F. L DU PONT DE NEMOURS
Its CO., INC.

Eight hydrants of City water are on the place; also electricity. The
Western Kentucky Gas Company's line is only a short distance away.

CONSTRUCTION DIVISION
Openings in the following Jobs:
Laborers - Patrolmen
Carpenters - Painters

In addition to the above, there is the beat site for a beautiful
residence, facing the highway, south, on any road out of Princeton, the
lot being 300 feet square.

Also need.mt by sub-contractor
Sheet Metal Workers k
Linemen Electrical
Work week 54 hours, time and
one half for all hours in excess
of forty.
Company representative will interview and hire at:

kited States
Employment Service

inceton Cream & Buffer

America's outdoor living rooms are devoted to friendly living.
There the warm invitation Have a Coke offers you ice-cold
refreshment straight from the family icebox. There's no finer
nor simpler recipe for home hospitality.

INDIANA ORDNANCE WORKS
CHARLESTON, INDIANA

War Manpower
Commission

•

Company

CONSTRUCTION
Workers Need ed!

...the next-move isfriendly refreshment

MOO a.m.. in 4 p.m.
US East Ninth Street
HOPKINEWILLE, KY.
on
MONDAY AND TUESDAY OF
EACH WEEK

I then promptly anea.

I have improved this property while I have been at home so much
for the last 4 years, not being able to travel more because of the gasoline
rationing and the rationing of shoes.
Now that the war is about over, the factory tells us to make all
plans to get out in the car and travel for about 10 months in the year.
As I have all of Indiana and Illinois as a tertitory, I will not be able to
operate the place and travel, so I am offering the place for sale.
If interested, see or write

JOHN H. McLIN
PRINCETON, KY.

PHONE 476
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Allied World Celebrates As Japanese Seek Peace
Jap Peace Emissary

---cgnitli AT WHITE HOUSE—Standing outside northwest gate to White House, a crowd, containing a considerable number of servicemen, awaits news of Japan's response to the allies qualified
acceptance of the enemy's offer to surrender. (AP Wirephoto)

Schunisehi Kase, Japanese ambassador to Switzerland, delivered the Japanese peace offer to
Swiss officials in Bern for relay
to the allies. (AP Wirephoto via
radio from Bern)
TRUMAN AND CXBINET CONFER ON JAP SURRENDER OFFER —President Truman and his cabinet confer at the White House as
itwa s disclosed that the United States is in communication with its Allies on the broadcast Jap sutrender offer, From left: Secretary of Agriculture Clinton Anderson; Secretary of Labor Lewis Schwellenba,ch; John B. Blanford Jr., of National Housing Agency;
J. A. Krug, War Production Board; John W. Snyder, Office of War Mobilization; Leo Crowley, Foreign Economic Administration; Secretary of Commerce Henry Wallace; Under-secretary of Intetior Abe Fortas; Postmaster General Robert Hannegan; Secretary of War Henry Stinison; Secretary of State James F. Byrnes; Truman; Secretary of Treasury Fred Vinson; Attorney General
Tom Clark; Secretary of Navy James V. Forrestal. (AP Wirephoto)

HIROHITO IN HAPPIER DAYS.—Empesor Hirohito of Japan
(above), would retain his prerogatives under the Japanese offer
to accept the terms of the Potsdam declaration, calling for unconditional surrender. (AP Wirephoto)

Bluegrass Best When
Kept Grazed Or Clipped
the
Investigations made in
animal nutrition labosatories at
the Kentucky Agricultural Experiment station, and reported
in Bulletin 473, indicate the
extra value of bluegrass when
kept grazed or clipped, compared to mature grass.
Livestock get more protein
and feed value from young or
frequently
clipped
bluegrass

than they do from mature bluegrass, according to this experiment. This means bluegrass is
most valuable as a feed during
tho spring months of April, May
and June and the fall months of
September, October and November. Other experiments have
shown that chickens given access to blilegrass pasture during
the 'spring growing season con-
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SOLDIER, 13, PRAISED BY COLONEL—Thirteen-year-old
Adone Santiago (left), believed to be youngest soldier in Philippine army uniform, gets a well done" from Lt. Col. Robert W.
King of Terra Haute, Ind., to whose 38th Division batallion jhe
youth is attached. The boy is credited with killing seven Japanese—one as a guerrilla and six as a Philippines soldier. (AP
Wirephoto)

4-H Club Training
Produces Results
More than 180 dresses have
been made and remodeled by
Miss Violet Mainous, 20, of
Owsley county, who learned to
sew as a member of the Buck
Creek 4-H Club. For two years
she carried off the honors as
county clothing, champion, and
as a project leader, she has
helped a club of 10 girls learn
to sew. Miss Mainous has also
canned 1,448 quarts of food, prepared 1,095 meals, raised 50
chickens and made improvements
in their six-room home.
sumed about 20 percent less
mash than when confined or
during the summer months after the grass had healed out.
Greater savings occur with larger animals which consume larger
quantities of grass.
After bluegrass matures in
June, its protein content, and
hence its feeding value, remains
low until fall rains start it growing again. During spring and
fall, it is suggested that bluegrass be kept from heading out.
If there is not enough stock to
keep it down to a height of 4
to 6 inches, it is suggested that
the grass be clipped with a mower. This will keep the grass
growing and high in protein and
hence in feeding value. This
practice- is followed now on
some horse farms in central
Kentucky, particularly for grazing mares in /oal and for colts.
The ideal set-up for Kentucky
farmers, say .Experiment Station men, is to have a small

May Warn of Disordered
Kidney Action

, AGENT
. AGENCY
TAT1ON

Western Auto
Associate Store
Home Owned and Operated by
JOE P. WILCOX
HIAWATHA COLEMAN, Mgr.
Phone 212
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THE GARDEN

King Gustav of Sweden, an
NBC broadcast from Stockholm
PARADE IN PARIS—American soldiers parade in front of Rainbow Red Cross club in
said. may be asked by Japan YANKS
(Aug. 10), after reading news of Japan's reported offer to surrender to the allies.
Paris,
France,
to act as intermediary in peace
from signal corps radiophoto from Paris)
Wirephoto
(AP
negotiations. (AP Wirephoto)

Phosphate Boosts
Yield Of Alfalfa

The results of limestone and
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky phosphate in alfalfa was noted
on the farm of John Menifee in
College of Agriculture and
Madison county. On nine acres,
Home Economics
his first cutting from land which
Today's discussion treats with had been limed was a little less
storage of "warm" crops, sweet- than a ton to the acre. On half
potatoes and squashes, including of his field, he then applied 500
require pounds of phosphate to the acre.
all
They
cushaws.
warmth (above 50 degrees) and Farm Agent Robert F. Spence
absolute dryness of atmosphere. reports that from that half, Mr.
They also require quick and Menifee got a second cutting of
complete change of air. Required one and three-quarters ton to
are the outlet and intake vents the acre, but on the half where
placed as in a "cool" storage, phosphate was not applied, only
but the areas of each in square one ton to the acre.
inches should be that of the stored successfully by
home
floor in square feet, and there means, provided the basic remust be some means for keeping quirements of dryness and
the storage warm in severe warmth are met.
weather, and to set the air in
For example, excellent "curmotion while ventilating is in ing" may be done in a brooder
not
though
progress. Also, and
house, the stove in operation,
essential, it is desirable that the the main door closed but the
potatoes be "cured" to get rid chick door open, and the muslin
of excess moisture and to "set front in place. The temperathe sugar."
ture should not go above 85 deAll this applies particularly to grees; curing is coinpleted when
"professional" structures, for the top potatoes begin sprouting,
which, by the way, the AgriculAn excellent storing place is
tural Engineering Department of a closet alongside a chimney
the Experiment Station at Lex- flue, with a fire kept by day, as
ington will be glad to furnish the masonry holds enough heat
building plans. However, sweet- to carry through the' night.
potatoes and squashes may be Another is about the flue, in
even an unceiled attic, but there
grain sucn as rye for winter the boxes containing the potaand
spring
pasture, bluegrass for
toes should be kept covered with
fall, and korean lespedeza ot sacking or old carpet to hold the
alfalfa for midsummer grazing. heat. In such case, there is adThis system provides young vantage in wrapping the potarye, bluegrass or lespedeza toes individually in paper for
throughout the year and there- added insulation. Likewise, boxes
fore a maximum of high-pro- of sweet potatoes set on the floor
tein feed. By the time rye be- of a room above one in which
gins to mature in late March, a fire is held daytime, should
bluegrass is high enough to absorb enough heat through
graze, and when bluegrass ma- the floor to keep warm enough
tures in June, the young les- for successful storing, provided
pedeza is ready for the stock. they were kept covered with
Le3pedeza is at its best in June, old carpet. A fine place is beJuly and August, when _ blue- tween the first-floor joists, the
grass is usually semi-dormant ceiling of a basement room in
and has little feeding value. which there is ,a furnace or a
When lespedeza matures in late boiler.
August or early September, blueIn all this, It should be kept
grass again is growing and furn- in mind that a whole potato
ishes feed until rye pasture is keeps better than one that is
ready in November.
bruised even slightly. SweetThese investigations, which potatoes should be handled as
were made by Dr. G. Davis carefully as eggs, literally, and
Buckner, W. M. Insko, Jr., and they never should be carried
Amanda H. Henry, supplement in sacks, but only in rigid boxes
previous work done at the Ex- or baskets so as not to rub
periment Station on the com- against each other. If they are
position of Kentucky bluegrass muddy, they may be washed
cut at different times during with a minimum of rubbing,
then promptly dried.
the year.

More Balbo Rye
Seed Is Needed
That the use of balbo rye as
a cover crop and for pasture in
Ballard county is limited only by
the availability of seed, is stated
by Farm,Agent S. C. Bohanan.
Typical is the experience of
Horace Owen who has all of his
125-acre farm in pasture except
his tobacco land. Last fall he
used a disc or tiller and then
seeded the land to winter oats
and balbo rye, The former made
a poor stand, but the balbo rye
protected the land through the
winter, furnished grazing, and
then yielded 20 bushels of grain
to the acre.

feed cost of $165 a month from
12 cows. Johnson has good cows
and for several years has beers
Lewis Johnson's monthly in- selling his poor producers and
better
with
come of $285 from 12 cows is replacing them
citegi by Farm Agent Free W. animals.
Wallace of Hart county as an
In 1673 the Dutch with a fleet
example of the possibilities in
dairying. Milk sold to a cheese of 23 vessels and 1,600 men took
plant at Munfordville has been New York back from the British
bringing Johnson around $230
and renamed it New Orange.
a month. Then he gets a governThe new government lasted little
ment subsidy payment of about
more than a year, when the city
$55. Feed costs about $120 a
was restored to Britain.
above
income
an
month, leaving

Monthly Income Of
$230 From 12 Cows

4-H Club Work Helps
Girl Through School
When Joyce Cundiff, 17, of
Pulaski county enrolls this fall
in the Kentucky College of
Agriculture and Home Economics, Lexington, she expects to
pay her first year's expenses
with money she has earned
largely through 4-H club work.
From her baby beef projects
which she has carried for the
past seven years, she has saved
$400. Last year she was awarded
a $25 war bond for taking first
place in the county in canning.
This year she is again feeding
four registered calves, and is
helping to grow one and threequarters acres of tobacco.

13 a— with 2 small dwellings. About

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Paul Stamper of Knox county
remodeled a garage as a brooder
house, then used a homemade
electric brooder to raise 500
fryers.

DADE PARK RACES
AUGUST 18
GOVERNOR'S HANDICAP
For $1,800 Purse

Track on U. S. Highway 41
between Henderson, Kentucky and Evansville, Indiana.

commissioner's race, and to assure all
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with Oak Leaf Clustei, Combat
Infantryman Badge and European Theater Ribbon with five

to the barn
approximately
fourth of a mile away.

Buckrake On Car
Helps In Haying

Farm Agent J. T. Cochran of
Gallatin county reports that a
buckrake mounted on an old car
has been a valuable time and
labor saver on the Davis Bros.
farm. In a test demonstration,
one man took the first cutting
of alfalfa in the windrow from
Sgt. Warren E. °Boaz, Prince- 9 acres in four hours, hauling it
ton, Route 3, is one of the Kentucky m6n discharged August
8 at the Atterbury Separation
Center, Camp Atterbury, Ind.,
under the Army's adjusted service rating plan.

battle stars.
He served 22 months overseas
with the 45th Division, an was
an enlisted man for a year, before going to OCS at Ft. Henning, Ga., in 1943. His wife resides on Highland Avenue.

Three From Caldwell

Pvt, Chester A. Pettit, Plum
street, Pfc. Elliott F. Mitchell,
Cobb, Route 2, and Pvt. Milton
J. Ward, Princeton, were among
the Kentucky men discharged at
Atterbury Separation Center,
Camp Atterbury, Ind., under the
Army's adjusted service rating
plan Saturday.
• • •

f

*
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T/5 Robeert H. Hopper Is
Honorably Discharged
T/5 Robert H. Hopper, Jr.,
Princeton, Route 2, was one of
the Kentucky men discharged at
the Atterbury Separation Center,
Camp Atterbury, Ind., Aug. 9,
under the Army's adjusted service rating plan.
• • •
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William F. Miller Is
In South Pacific

4

s'r

,

FOR FROZEN FOOD LOCKER
rentals, Caldwell County

Locker Plant, see—J. E. or K.
R. Cununins, Telephone 441

V.

kt!
Coast Guardsman William F.
A'ra
Miller, gunner's mate, third class,
is now on his way to a forward
area in the Pacific, serving on a
f4f4t,
Coast Guard-manned ship. Miller
•,<•••-•••
is in charge of maintenance and
repair of guns. During general
celebrat g e okyo
quarters, he captains an antiCROWD CELEBRATES—A huge crowd throngs Use Times Square district in New Yor ,
SeAnth avenue at
aircraft gun crew. A graduate of TIMES SQUARE
and
left
at
with
Broadway
south,
looking
is
View
terms.
Japan has accepted Allied surrender
Butler High School, he was em- radio report that
ployed at Graristaff's Cafe be- right. (AP Wirephoto)
son Rd., Princeton, after five
fore he joined the Coast Guard
Stallins, Varmint Trace Road, Meet At Manila
months of combat, has been asIn South Pacific
Expert
the
awarded
been
in October, 1942.
has
the duties of a member of
signed
comafter
Infantryman Badge
Police detachment in
Military
a
pleting a course in the Infantry
Manila.
Replacement Training Center at
• • •
Camp Blanding, Fla. He is a
ICE CREAM
USN, Is
Thomson,
G.
Merchants
A.
of
employe
former
Visiting Mother Here
Service Lines.
• • •
RT 2/C A. G. Thomson, Mrs.
and
Thomson and daughter, Barbara
Sgt. Dickey E. O'Hara
.his mother,
Returns From Overseas
• Jean, are visiting
PIE SUPPER
WashingThomson,
McKee
Mrs.
Having completed a tour of
ton street. He recently finished
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John Cook Wilson, son •of
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Wilson, 1,
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For Quick Sale, List
Your Property With

CLASSIFIED ADS
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John Cook Wilson Wing
Bronze Star In Iwo Jima

en
ra

Insurance Agency

STRAYED: Our ,hired man has
left again! He just can't work
without those energy-packin'
Grape-Nuts, and yesterday we
ran out of 'ern. If you see him.
tell him those malty-rich,
sweet-as-a-nut Grape-Nuts are
back in my cupboard.

Several prospects for the right property at the
right price.

of
sat
ad
to

WANTED: To rent or buy two
flat top desks, filing cabinet

and typewriter. Telephone 789,
Mrs. Mary Belle Simpson,
Child Welfare Office, Elks
ltp
Bldg. basement.

ran
WEIN TO LIRA-seroto.-r.111.U1 NETWORK... EVERY 1.40,4DAT

PIANO LESSONS: I am opening a class for piano September 1. Mrs. E. Cooper Crider.
508 Washington street. Call
1tp
156.
FOR SALE: A complete line of
farm machinery all in A-1
Rogers,
ltp

condition. Marshall
Crider, Ky.

FOR SALE: Farm containing 20
with 4-room frame
acres
dwelling located on Varmint

Trace road one mile east of
Fairview church in Lyon
county. Good stock barn, cistern and well, one pair young
mules, 3 and 4 years old, very
good wagon, mowing machine
and farming tools. George M.
Harper, Ituttawa, Kentucky,
ltp
Route 1.

SUPERFATTED SOAP
You never expected soap to
safeguard your skin from
dryness—bvt this one doesl
Its creamy, fragrant lather
brings the benefits of protective lanolin. Wash to your
heart's content—and be blissfully sure that there'll be no
after-effects of dry tightness!
3 cokes for 50i

WANTED TO RENT: A 4 or 5
room modern house; close to
downtown, five in family,
father
recently
discharged
from service. Notify Merchants
Service Lines.
ltp
SALESMEN WANTED: Man or
woman to supply foods, vitamins and other essential products to consumers. Full or
part time. Write at once. Rawleigh's, Rept. KYH-215-183,
ltp
Freeport, Ill.

GOLDNAMER'S
"Princeton's Finest Department Store"

• • •

vt. Hampton G. Stallins
• harged On Points
HARD STEERING
•
SHIMMY
WANDERING
UNEVEN TIRE WEAR
—are danger signals to every
motorist.
Perfect alignment of your car
retakes life safer — more economical — easier to handle.
Drive in today and let us
check your car on our nationally famous Btre•Line Alignment Machine.

The Balance-Master
is now at your service
(Wheel and Hub
Straightener)

ChambersMoore
Motors

Eat-Bite Size Whole Wheat
Shredded Ralston Ready Towith
bananas or other

Pvt. Hampton Glenn Stallins,
usband of Mrs. Mary Anna

Straight To The

For Sale!
..1) Acre tract

with

nice

stock barn and one tobacco barn; plenty stock
water; 2 miles from Saratoga Springs.

fresh peaches,
Nutritious and most delicious, especially
fruits. A special interest this week over the radio for the children.
24c
SHREDDED RALSTON, 2 packages
Dromedary

Vanilla Thin

MARK
With A

lb. 21(

COOKIES, bulk

2 lb. round pkg.

C. A. Woodall
Insurance Agency
isi W. Main St.
Princeton, Ky.

Leader Advertisement
You aim straight and score a bull's-eye every time when you
put your message in The Leader, the newspaper that is welcomed

will not pick-up Laundry next week, August 2025, 1945, in order to give us a chance to catch
up. Will pick-up as usual again week beginning

(
14 oz. bottle 19

SAUCE,

DOG FOOD 7 oz. 4c; 5 pkgs.

19(

Splendid for every purpose

25 lb. bag

$1.08

Varda Assorted

TOILET SOAP cake 4c; 5 cks. 20(

Haase's

Del Monte—reg. or drip grind

1 lb. glass jar

COFFEE

33c

SellpoUshing Wax

SIMONIZE

pint bottle 49(

Let your Red Front Stores be your headquarters for canning supplies, Jars, rubbers, one piece or two piece tops, extra lids, sugars, spices, extracts, certa, jellum,
jell-treat and etc.
Take good care of the babies with Heinz, Gerber's or Clapp's Strained Baby Food.
also, Junior foods.

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
na0
New Nancy Hall

POTATOES bag $3.45; 5 lb. I)
'V•

SWEET POTATOES

do so. It will pay YOU, too.

Large 300 or 360 size

Large and firm

LEMONS
THE SUREST AND MOST ECONOMICAL
WAY OF REACHING THE CUSTOMERS
YOU WANT TO REACH IN THIS AREA.

The Princeton Leader
An Associated Press NEWSpaper

Of

can

KITCHEN KLENZER

Idaho or Cobblers

ust 27, 1945.

rincton Steam
Laundry

SODA CRACKERS 1 lb. pkg. 1 ik

Leader circulation is bona fide. Several leading merchants
who MUST rely on advertising for a large volume of business depend solely on The Leader because they know it PAYS them to

We are so far behind in our work that we

20(

LITE FLAKE FLOUR

BARBECUE SAUCE 6 oz. loti. 12(

into their homes by YOUR customers . . . the newspaper YOUR
cusomers PAY FOR because they want it and read because it
has the news . . . national, state and local.

Laundry
Customers

6(

Leota Belle

Hi-Life

Priced $2,750

pkg.

GINGER BREAD MIX
Crackin Good

Sterling Table

SALT,

dozen

29t

BELL PEPPERS

Ind., Posey County guarantee!' "
rlib. 3.1(

Jumbit white stalk

WATERMELONS

CELERY

Crisp and red

RADISHES

Of
n To
Eggn

4
lb. 18
each

12(

Sweet- California

bunch 5It

ORANGES

Fresh fruit, fresh 'vegetables . . . More for your Money all the Haw

RED FRONT
CASH ilir CARRY STORES

